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To My Family,
Thank you for the patience you have shown as I have fought through my
education and my personal spiritual journey. Only those who endure such a journey truly
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group of people to use as sounding boards, critics, and encouraging centers. I am blessed.

To My Church Family,
What a blessing it is to have a family of fellow believers in Christ with whom to
share this journey. You have been there, tolerating my weird hours, numerous excuses,
and messy-office stages as I pushed forward. I am thankful for your encouraging thoughts
and constant love.

To the God of Heaven,
What a privilege it is to be trusted as a messenger of the Gospel. I have believed
for a long time that I was called to the ministry; even at times when I attempted to find a
different course, God put me back on track. It is for this reason that I thank God for the
opportunity to reach others with His message of Salvation; as always, I pray sincerely
that He is not disappointed by my efforts.
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PREFACE
Growing up, I heard a number of terms used to define one’s Christian beliefs:
conservative, liberal, modernist, feminist, and even open-minded. I have always
classified myself as a “scripturalist”; the reason for this is grounded in the value that I
place on God’s Word: the Bible. I do not only love and respect Scripture, but I also try
diligently to set my life according to how it reads; furthermore, I try to encourage those I
teach to do the same thing. This leads to the reason for this paper: integrity of Scripture.
Over the years, I have seen various movements of ideological thought interfere with
God’s Word; we have become a society that is more influenced by worldly opinion and
values rather than Godly dedication. I believe this is a serious mistake.
So why did I choose “baptism” out of all the topics I could have chosen? The
reality is that I do not believe that anything in the Bible builds on our relationship to God,
Christ, and the Holy Spirit like the act of baptism does. Scriptures shows such a value to
what it brings to the table that I believe neglecting its proper teaching is to the detriment
of the believer. Furthermore, I believe understanding baptism in its entirety helps to
create a spirit of inclusion and oneness with God: oneness that builds faith, strengthens
beliefs, and encourages through struggling.
The purpose of this paper is not to criticize or alienate those who read it, but
rather to encourage everyone to go back to Scripture and find the beauty of baptism that I
believe God has placed there.
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ABSTRACT
“WORLD’S GREATEST CHOCOLATE CHIP COOKIE RECIPE” was the boast
of the notecard passed down for three generations. This particular recipe had won
eighteen county fairs, five state fairs, and even a write up in Reader’s Digest, and
now…it is yours! As you looked over this recipe that had survived the ages, you noticed
“nutmeg” was one of the ingredients; you are not a fan of nutmeg though, so you used
cinnamon instead. Next, the pecans were replaced with walnuts; the milk chocolate chips
were replaced with dark chocolate; the salt was reduced; and lastly, instead of butter, you
opted for shortening. Prerogative as the baker gives you the right to do as you please with
the recipe, but the question must still be asked, “Is it still the WORLD’S GREATEST
CHOCOLATE CHIP COOKIE RECIPE?” The Hebrew writer wrote,
Therefore, leaving the discussion of the elementary principles of Christ, let us go
on to perfection, not laying again the foundation of repentance from dead works
and of faith toward God, of the doctrines of baptisms, of laying on of hands, of
resurrection of the dead, and of eternal judgment.1
For the sake of this research, “Baptism” is going to represent our cookie recipe:
an elementary lesson that Christians were supposed to grow from, and yet have neglected
instead. The claim of this research is that the modern evangelical movement, which used
to aggressively teach baptism, has today, neglected and even changed the meaning of
baptism as presented in Scripture. For this reason, this research is intended to bring life
back to baptism by demonstrating its five, very specific biblical benefits: uniting
believers to Christ, forgiving sins, taking part of the new covenant with God, filling them
with the Holy Spirit, and adding them to the kingdom of God.

1

Hebrews 6:1-2, NKJV.
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SECTION 1:
INTRODUCTION

Trust in the LORD with all your heart, and lean not on your own understanding;
in all your ways acknowledge Him, And He shall direct your paths.
Proverbs 3:5-6 (NKJV)
A new trend has been taking hold within the modern day evangelical movement
that has some of the more conservative branches, such as the churches of Christ,
concerned; the trend revolves around the teaching of baptism. Though a message of
baptism remains present in many evangelical churches, the teaching regarding the
“WHY” is soft-spoken, and in some cases, absent altogether. Mark Galli of Christianity
Today sees this as disconnect between the evangelical church and sacraments: “There is
no greater signal that evangelicals have long forgotten their roots than the disrepair into
which the sacraments (communion and baptism) have fallen in our day2.” The very fabric
of scripture and its foundation for the relationship that Christianity has in the life of the
believer seems to have become more simplified and accommodative in its approach, so
much so that the beauty surrounding the message of baptism could be at risk of being lost
altogether. “We need boundaries. They mark our way. They keep us off the wrong path.
Life is best lived between the boundary stones3.” The problem is that the beauty of the

2
Mark Gallo, “Whatever Happened to Communion & Baptism? Or, why aren't we doing what
Jesus told us to do?” July 2019, https://www.christianitytoday.com/ct/2019/july-web-only/whateverhappened-to-communion-baptism.html.
3

Philip Patterson, Living Stones: Bedrock Truths for Quicksand Times(Nashville: World
Publishing, 2005), 39.
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perfect recipe of baptism has been revised and altered so many times that most believers
do not understand the “Why” any more.
Ross Douthat describes this conflict of modern accommodation in this manner;
With every drop in church attendance, vocation, or donations, accommodationist
would blame the forces of reaction for preventing necessary adaptations,
alienating the changing population of a changing country by refusing to change
themselves. Resisters would retort that the collapse of Christian culture was a
direct consequence of accommodationists’ surrender to contemporary fashions.4
Baptism, however, is not as simple as a church opting to add a projector or sound system;
it is far more important of a decision than whether to go with wood or carpet on the new
floors. Manfred Kets De Vries describes the problem as such: “Although we tend to think
of leaders as dominant and unafraid, many have a tendency toward conflict avoidance.
There’s a large group of executives who have a desperate need to be liked and
approved5.” Has the instructions regarding baptism in the church been effected due to
pressure from the world-view populace? Is it possible that one’s need to feel liked or
accepted, or perhaps just the desire to be found more acceptable to the outside
community, has in fact, encouraged some to corrupt the true message of Scripture?
If, in fact, the very issue of one’s “purification” through scripture is not some
optional additive, but rather, a necessity of one who truly desires to be in the presence of
God, then how should the church teach this issue? In her dissertation on Biblical Church
Leadership Practices, Lynda Wright Gittens addresses a potential problem of this type of
neglect:
4

Ross Douthat, Bad Religion: How We Became a Nation of Heretics (New York: Free Press,

2012), 83.
5

Manfred Kets De Vries, The Leadership Mystique: Leading Behavior in the Human Enterprise
(Harlow: Prentice Hall Financial Times, 2006), 68.
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This traditional practice (requesting to be baptized) faced a challenge one
weekend. On one Saturday, an individual accepts Jesus as Lord and Savior and
requests baptism. The person is told to come to one of the worship services to join
the church and then participate in baptism at the evening service on first Sunday.
That person had medical issues and died before the next worship service. The
persons’ inability to be baptized is a disappointment for that person’s family, and
they wondered if their loved one is saved and going to heaven. Some people
believe that one must be baptized in addition to the sinner’s confession and
acknowledgment of Jesus position.6
Regardless of the fact that Gittens is addressing issues with church leadership, one would
have to consider if a topic that is so easily connected to eternal salvation should be left
with questions unanswered for those who believe. If those believing that baptism is
indeed required for salvation are correct, then perhaps those questions should be
answered before it is too late: as is described in the illustration by Gittens.
When focusing our sights on those of the Evangelical movement, the question
remains as to whether their views regarding the importance of baptism on the soul of the
believer has in fact changed through the years. Martin Luther, primarily seen as the
founder of the Reformation movement from Catholicism, viewed the majority of the holy
sacraments, as depicted by Catholicism, to be false additives by the Catholic Church,
with the exception of two: baptism and communion. In regard to the other five
sacraments, Will Durant points out that, “Luther severely reduced their role. They
involved no miraculous powers, and their efficacy depends, not on the forms or formulas,
but on the faith of the recipient7.” Luther viewed those five sacraments as obsolete and

6
Lynda Wright Gittens, “A Journey Through the Traditional and Biblical Church Leadership
Practices: With Special Consideration to Administering the Church Ordinances” (DMin diss., Portland
Seminary, 2019), 12, https://digitalcommons.georgefox.edu/dmin/318.
7

Will Durant, The Reformation: The Story of Civilization VI (New York: Simon and Schuster,
1957), 378.
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false; however, he believed that the examples demonstrated through Christ’s and John’s
teachings proved that “baptism has the warrant8” of biblical example.
Gallo said, “Take baptism. Even among churches that believe Matthew 28:19 is
the church’s rallying cry - ‘Go make disciples of all nations, baptizing them…’ -the
sacrament is no longer central to their mission9.” The reality is that there has become a
fear factor associated with promoting the cause of baptism: issues such as works, grace,
and faith have somehow clouded the rest of the biblical instruction on the issue. One
article in AllaboutGod.com stated that “it is interesting to note that Jesus did not
baptize10,” quoting the text in John 4:1-2 as the foundation for not proving a necessity for
baptism. However, the author fails to point out that Christ’s instruction regarding baptism
is so emphatic that John’s followers are worried, saying, “Rabbi, He who was with you
beyond the Jordan, to whom you have testified-behold, He is baptizing, and all are
coming to Him11!” In fact, John 4:1 reveals that “Jesus had made and baptized more
disciples than John.” The message of baptism should not be clouded simply because one
of Jesus’ disciples actually did the immersion.
“Christians have learned to agree to disagree over other weighty moral concerns:
just war vs. pacifism, women’s ordination, infant vs. believers’ baptism12.” Is this truly
the answer to diligent bible study; compromise without resolution? Some authors back
8

Durant, The Reformation: The Story of Civilization VI, 378.

9

Gallo, “What Happened to Communion and Baptism?”

10

“Is Baptism Necessary for Salvation?” All About God, 2002, https://www.allaboutgod.com/isbaptism-necessary-for-salvation.htm.
11
12

John 3:26.

Preston Sprinkle & Stanley N. Gundry, Two Views on Homosexuality, the Bible, and the Church
(Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan, 2016), 100.
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pedal to avoid too much confrontation; one such account is that of Matt Slick in his
article, “Is Baptism Necessary for Salvation.” The second sentence of this journal article
states, “The answer is simple, ‘No, water baptism is not necessary for salvation13.’”
However, then he states, “You need to understand that God works covenantally. A
covenant is a pact or agreement between two or more parties…baptism is a covenant
sign14.” Baptism is the signature at the bottom of the contract, which verifies that both
parties are in agreement to the terms; everyone knows that the contract is void without
the signature. “Thus baptism can be defined as the union of Christians in Jesus Christ’s
death and resurrection according to Paul’s Epistle to the Romans chapter 6, verse 415.”
Perhaps one of Billy Graham’s greatest regrets could actually serve as the modern
evangelical’s greatest warning; when asked what he would do differently if he had his life
to live over again, Graham said, “One of my greatest regrets is that I have not studied
enough. I wish I would have studied more and preached less16.”
For the sake of this research, the author has taken his knowledge of many mainstream churches of Christ, which have long represented part of the Restoration
Movement (Stone-Campbell movement), and used them as a comparison to the direction
many Evangelical churches have moved from in regard to the topic of water-baptism. It is
the not the goal of the author to pass judgment on denominations of faith that may differ
13

Matt Slick, “Is Baptism Necessary for Salvation?” November 22, 2008, https://carm.org/isbaptism-necessary-salvation.
14

Ibid.

15

Ernst Brice, “The Protestants and Baptism, be they Reformed, Lutheran or Evangelical Baptist,”
Musee Protestant, accessed November 1, 2019, https://museeprotestant.org/en/notice/the-protestants-andbaptism-be-they-reformed-lutheran-or-evangelical-baptist.
16

133.

Max Anders, The Bible: Embracing God's Truth (Nashville: Thomas Nelson Publishers, 1995),
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from those of the churches of Christ, but rather to readdress those benefits that these
Christians see throughout Scripture as only coming through baptism itself. The further
desire of this study would be to encourage all Evangelicals to return to Scripture and see
if they have, somehow through the passing of time, allowed the message of baptism to be
neglected, watered down, or in some cases, even removed altogether. According to the
Evangelical Free Church of America website, one of their “Statements of Faith” reads,
“We believe that Jesus Christ is God incarnate, fully God and fully man, one
Person in two natures. Jesus-Israel’s promised Messiah - was conceived through
the Holy Spirit and born of the virgin Mary. He lived a sinless life, was crucified
under Pontius Pilate, arose bodily from the dead, ascended into heaven, and sits at
the right hand of God the Father as our High Priest and Advocate. We believe that
Jesus Christ, as our representative and substitute, shed His blood on the cross as
the perfect, all-sufficient sacrifice for our sins. His atoning death and victorious
resurrection constitute the only ground for salvation17.”
They continue by adding, “We believe that the true church comprises all who have been
justified by God’s grace through faith alone in Christ alone. They are united in the body
of Christ, of which He is head18.” Here, the beliefs of the church of Christ are exactly the
same, and yet, somewhere along the line, the roads diverged; that divergence is on the
meaning and importance surrounding the topic of baptism. The real question: Why?

A History of Biblical Cleansing
I’ve always made my love known while disciplining my kids. And rarely am I
upset - well, there was that time I lost it because my two-year-old thought poop
made for good art. Karen and I are still not quite sure what he was drawing on his
bedroom wall, but I’d put my money on a spaceship. ‘You don’t play with your

17

EFCA: What We Believe Presentation. accessed March 11, 2020,
https://www.efca.org/resources/document/what-we-believe-presentation.
18

Ibid.
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poop,’ I kept saying, until Karen asked me to leave. Really, I was just shocked
that it was something that had to be taught.19
Even though this may seem like a strange illustration for this topic, it is the nature
of the frustration that we can learn from. With the encouragement of Billy Graham
considered, we find that Bible history shows a rich line of instruction regarding
cleansing, washing, and purification: a means by which mankind could present
themselves more acceptable in the eyes of an all-powerful God. Tom Elliff wrote in the
SBCLIFE Journal, “By all rights, if any evangelicals should understand the doctrine and
practice of baptism, it should be Southern Baptists. Our name itself speaks of a history
rooted in this practice20.” The reality is that Evangelicals have long embraced the biblical
message of baptism; it has been part of their foundations of faith. How have those
baptismal teachings changed though? Though it is impossible to discuss all evangelical
churches at this point, here are a few of the more popular denominations (as defined by
the National Associations of Evangelicals website21) views on baptism:
Assembly of God - “Open your Bible to the 10th chapter of Romans, verse 13,
and you will find these wonderful words: “Whosoever shall call upon the name of
the Lord shall be saved.”22
Church of the Nazarene - “We believe that the atonement through Jesus Christ
is for the whole human race; and that whosoever repents and believes on the Lord
Jesus Christ is justified and regenerated and saved from the dominion of sin”23

19

Jason Clark, Surrendered and Untamed (Grand Rapids, MI: Baker Books, 2011), 61.

20

Tom Elliff, “Understanding Baptism,” SBCLIFE: Journal of the Southern Baptist Convention,
September 1, 2006, http://www.sbclife.net/article/1411/understanding-baptism.
21

NAE, “National Associations of Evangelicals: Denominations,” accessed March 11, 2020,
https://www.nae.net/denominations/.
22

Robert Cunningham, “How Can I Be Saved?” Assemblies of God, reprinted from 1971,
https://ag.org/Beliefs/Our-Core-Doctrines/Salvation.
23

“Church of the Nazarene: Our Beliefs,” accessed March 11, 2020, https://nazarene.org/beliefs.
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Evangelical Assembly of Presbyterian Churches - “The Salvation of lost and
sinful man through the shed blood of the Lord Jesus Christ by faith apart from
works, and regeneration by the Holy Spirit.”24
Fellowship of Evangelical Churches - “Baptism is to be administered to
believers only, in the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Spirit.
We encourage immersion because this form of baptism clearly symbolizes its
spiritual significance. However, other modes are recognized. Water baptism does
not save or cleanse from sin. It is the answer of a good conscience toward God.
Because of the scriptural instruction to baptize those who believe, because of the
scriptural example that those who believed were baptized, and because of the
clear meaning of baptism as indicated above, we recognize only baptism
administered after a person has confessed faith in Jesus Christ, and we expect that
all believers will be baptized.”25
Foursquare Church - “Baptism and the Lord’s Supper We believe that baptism
by immersion is an outward sign of an inward work (Matthew 28:19; Romans
6:4).”26
North American Baptist Conference - “The ordinances of the church are
baptism and the Lord’s Supper. Baptism is the immersion of a believer in water in
the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Spirit (Matthew 28:18–
20). It is an act of obedience symbolizing the believer’s identification with the
death, burial, and resurrection of the Savior Jesus Christ (Romans 6:3–5).”27
In contrast to these other views, Christianity Today delivers a generalized
description regarding how many mainstream church of Christ view the path to ultimate
salvation:
1. One must be properly taught and hear (the message of Jesus). Romans 10:14
2. One must believe or have faith (in that message). Hebrews 11:6, Mark 16:16

24

“Evangelical Assembly of Presbyterian Churches: Statement of Faith,” accessed March 11,
2020, http://www.eapca.org/aboutus/pdf/sof.pdf.
25

“Fellowship of Evangelical Churches: Manual of Faith,” revised 2016,
https://fecministries.org/img/FEC_Manual_of_Faith.pdf.
26

“Foursquare Church: What Foursquare Believes,” accessed March 11, 2020. https://foursquareorg.s3.amazonaws.com/resources/Print_Brochure_What_Foursquare_Believes_English.pdf.
27

“North American Baptist Conference: About Us,” July 5, 2012, https://nabconference.org/us/.
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3. One must repent, which means turning from one’s former lifestyle and
choosing God’s ways. Acts 17:30
4. One must confess belief that Jesus is the Son of God. Acts 17:30
5. One must be baptized in the name of Jesus Christ. Acts 2:38
6. One must live faithfully as a Christian. 1 Peter 2:9
Though this author may have attached a few different scriptures to represent some of
these points, the concept is pretty sound. However, this list also represents the problem of
this topic, even within churches of Christ themselves; Why? Why is baptism so important
in the realm of salvation and relationship?28
Scripturally, baptism was linked to cleansing through the flood29 and redemption
through obedience at the Red Sea, both which seemed to set precedence that would
follow throughout the rest of Scripture. The need for cleansing through obedient faith
became even greater as God formed a covenant and law in the days of Moses. The
requirement for cleansing grew even greater as the Levite priest began overseeing the
worship practices of atonement30. “Baptism is a biblical ritual that has been practiced
regularly by all of Israel since the days of Moses.”31

28

Brannon Deibert, “Churches of Christ - 10 Things to Know about their History and Beliefs,”
Christianity.com, November 1, 2018, https://www.christianity.com/church/denominations/churches-ofchrist-10-things-to-know-about-their-history-and-beliefs.html.
29

1 Peter 3:20.

30

Leviticus 8:21.

31

“Mikvah (Baptism): The Connection Between Immersion, Conversion and Being Born Again,”
accessed November 1, 2019, https://free.messianicbible.com/feature/mikvah-baptism-the-connectionbetween-immersion-conversion-and-being-born-again/.
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Old Covenant Cleansing
Perhaps the most powerful imagery that came with cleansing was the idea that
through cleansing we could be made clean of the sins that so commonly corrupted us.
“For on that day the priest shall make atonement for you, to cleanse you that you may be
clean from all your sins before the Lord.”32 Part of the covenant process of the Old
Testament included the necessity to be covered with the blood of the sacrificial animal,
thus completing the pact between God and man.
Then he took the Book of the Covenant and read in the hearing of the people. And
they said, “All that the Lord has said we will do, and be obedient.” And Moses
took the blood, sprinkled it on the people, and said, “This is the blood of the
covenant which the Lord has made with you according to all these words.”33
So how did this instruction and long, rich history of cleansing start to lose its
emphasis in the modern day church? Jim Richards wrote, “Baptism is an important act of
obedience for the follower of Jesus.”34 However, he then asked the question, “Should we
allow people from other denominations to become members without submitting to
scriptural baptism?”35 What was the basis for these statements: biblical integrity or
Baptist authority? Does denominationalism have the right to interfere with God’s rich
history of baptism? Furthermore, should one’s passion for biblical integrity get clouded
by our evangelical border battles for authority? Perhaps it is Richards’ third comment
that should most be admonished, “The Lord does not give us permission to ignore

32

Leviticus 16:30.

33

Exodus 24:7-8.

34

Jim Richards, “The Church: Practiciing Believer's Baptism,” SBCLife: Journal of the Southern
Baptist Convention, March 1, 2012, http://www.sbclife.net/articles/2081/the-church-practicing-believers.
35

Ibid.
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Scripture’s teaching on baptism in the interest of Christian unity.”36 The beauty of
evangelical pursuits has always been their desire to bring the true gospel to the masses; it
is for that reason that it may be time to return once again to Scripture to see if something
has been lost through translation or time.
New Covenant Cleansing
The lesson of baptism is continued as the New Covenant is continued in the book
of Hebrews: “For when Moses had spoken every precept to all the people according to
the law, he took the blood of calves and goats, with water, scarlet wool, and hyssop, and
sprinkled both the book itself and all the people, saying, ‘This is the blood of the covenant
which God has commanded you.’”37 It is very important to notice that the blood covering
process is not an optional or symbolic imagery here; it was a command. It is not by
mistake that Christ institutes a new covenant command, which includes baptism in
Matthew 28:19-20: “…baptizing them in the name of the Father and of the Son and of
the Holy Spirit, teaching them to observe all things that I have commanded you…”
Though this passage has been the banner cry of evangelicals throughout the ages,
somehow the emphasis placed upon baptism has been lost, but Matthew 28 is only one of
many scriptures that demonstrate the call to baptism. Here are some other scriptural
references involving words that inspire cleansing; words like:
Wash (37 times)

Cleanse (26 times)

Purify (14 times)

Furthermore, the Scriptures specifically teaching baptism are far too many to ignore:

36

Richards, “The Church: Practicing Believer’s Baptism.”

37

Hebrews 9:19-20.
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•
•
•
•

Some form of Baptize occurs 77 times in the New King James Version; include a
search with “baptism,” and you add even more.
Born Again (3 times)
New Creation (2 times)
New Man (3 times)
Renewed (6 times)

God would use the symbolism of sin-offering cleansing as the foundation for New
Testament beliefs. “The just shall live by faith,”38 became a main theme in Paul’s
preaching; evident by the fact that he uses “by faith” nearly 40 times. In two different
places, Paul encouraged others to “imitate me, just as I also imitate Christ.”39 The easiest
way to teach a lesson on baptism could simply be with the instruction that, “Jesus did
it.”40 In all reality, for the people who bear His name…Christian…the opportunity to
prove that imitation truly is the best form of flattery, would usually be enough. However,
the church is filled with “WHY?” kind of people: those who desire more than just the
simple answer. For this reason, even though Christ commanded baptism in Matthew 28,
it does not seem to be enough to satisfy their minds; they need to know the “Why?”
Simple Obedience
For those who desire to follow and serve Christ while holding true to the Scripture,
the following Scripture verses are worth noting:
WHY SHOULD I BE BAPTIZED?
1. Jesus was baptized
2. Jesus taught baptism

38

Romans 1:17.

39

1 Corinthians 11:1 (1 Corinthians 4:16).

40

Matthew 3:13-17.

Matthew 3:13-17
Mark 16:14-16;
John 3:1-12; John 4:1
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3.
4.
5.
6.

Jesus took part in baptism
Jesus commanded baptism
Jesus ‘story’ includes baptism
United to Jesus through baptism

John 3:23-26
Matthew 28:18-20
Acts 8:34-36
Romans 6:1-11

Officially, one might deduce that this would be enough for those professing to
believe in Jesus as Lord, Savior, Son of God, and their ‘Ticket’ to heaven. However, for
those who need more information; that is okay too. Paul taught Timothy to “Be diligent to
present yourself approved to God, a worker who does not need to be ashamed, rightly
dividing the word of truth.”41 These Scriptures would seem to be enough to lay a
wonderful foundation, which support the vital role of Water Baptism in conversion;
however, this appears to not be the general consensus amongst many Evangelical
believers. There is obviously nothing wrong with diligent Bible study in the pursuit of
truth; which will be the goal of this dissertation moving forward.
Baptism and the Evangelical Church
Why Sacraments?
The eminent thing signified and represented in baptism is not simply the blood of
Christ as it washes us from sin; but there is a farther representation therein of
Christ’s death, burial, and resurrection, in the baptized being first buried under
water, and then rising out of it; and this, not in a bare conformity unto Christ, but
in a representation of a communion with Christ in that, His death and
resurrection.”42
When one looks at the early incorporation of sacraments during the preevangelical age, there is, at least to some extent, a very similar intent that would later be
shared by the evangelical churches; the intent is to operate under the direction and
41
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example set by Jesus Christ Himself. “The sanctity of the church belongs not to
individuals, but to the sacraments of the church.”43 The sacraments were intended to truly
shine light upon the Christ-ordained aspects of Christianity, serving as a visual
identifying marker for the believer. Perhaps a better way to describe this is that the
sacraments were evidence that the believer was not just a believer, but actually a member
of the body of Christ. As a resident of the state of Oregon, individuals are issued a
driver’s license, which becomes evidence that they are now recognized as an Oregonian.
Though some people wear Oregon football jerseys, or place an Oregon sticker on their
car, or even tattoo the state of Oregon on their bicep, the reality is that none of those
actually bear witness of one’s identity as an Oregonian…only the state-verified copy of
my driver’s license. This had the same role that the sacraments were SUPPOSED to have
in the life of the believer.
Unfortunately, the sacraments passed down by Catholicism were flawed. “The
word sacrament in English derives from the Latin sacramentum, an ‘oath.’ Tertullian
used the word in a Christian sense in reference to the oath of loyalty to the heavenly
commander at the time of one’s baptism.”44 Perhaps it is ironic that the word “sacrament”
is not found in the Bible; in fact, even more ironic, when looked up in a dictionary, it
would precede the words “sacrifice”, an offering to God, and “sacrilege,” profaning Holy
things of God.45 How interesting that the sincerity and biblical nature of a sacrament
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walks a very fine line between those two concepts. One belief was that one Catholic
leader, Augustine, actually changed his religious views concerning baptism simply
because he was in opposition with another scholar of that period, Ambrose46. If this was
in fact the case, then perhaps this is why Luther will have no confidence in five of the
seven major Catholic sacraments later; after all, if Christ is not the focus of Christian
thought, then who is?
The question remains, what was the intended purpose of the sacrament of
baptism…ultimately? “Baptism is an initiating and including sacrament. It is a sign of our
union with Christ, and by it, our breach with sin…baptism then is a means of
discipline.”47 Notice this quote by Alfred Poirier in his book, “The Peace Making Pastor”;
it presents part of the problem with the evolving Evangelical perspective, which will be
addressed shortly. Which is it…an. “initiating” or a “sacrament”? Is it a sign or is it an
actual means of discipline? The language used by Evangelicals has become so conflicting
in its content that the average congregant cannot be confident in their actual beliefs on the
topic. Has the language of the Evangelicals become so convoluted that the believer has
actually been pushed away from God rather than drawn to Him?
Problems in Evangelicalism
Though we can historically see that Catholicism had some early corruptions, this
does not really explain the corruptions regarding the Evangelical movement today.
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“Something is desperately wrong with most churches today. We have many people who
are passionate for God and His work, yet who remain disconnected from their own
emotions or those around them48.” Is this part of the problem? Have evangelicals
somehow disconnected from the qualities of Christianity, which once made them feel
united to Christ and each other?
Augustine wrote of the ways that baptism ‘conferred an indelible character’ much
like a tattoo or a brand, marking a person for life as a child of God. This
‘permanent marker’ of baptism provides the reassurance that one’s identity in
Christ is eternally secure.49
Perhaps this is what the Apostle Peter meant when he wrote that baptism was “the answer
of a good conscience toward God…50A number of early theologians, in regard to their
views regarding the sacrament of baptism (even though they debated over the methods
and ages of those baptized), did not seem to ever disregard baptism as non-important:
1. Menno Simons - “a Dutch Catholic priest who was led to reconsider the matter of
infant baptism…and five years later left his position as a parish priest and
embraced Anabaptism (who held that the reason Christians are not willing to
follow the precepts of the Sermon on the Mount is that they require great faith).”51
2. Martin Luther - breaking from Catholicism, would challenge five of the seven
sacraments of the Catholic Church, ultimately declaring that only two of them
were truly “instituted by Christ: baptism and communion.”52
3. John Smyth - “Partly through his study of Scripture, and partly through contact
with the Mennonites - became convinced that infant baptism is not valid, and
therefore proceeded first to baptize himself.”53
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4. Donatists were known to rebaptize Catholics who came to their church united to a
belief presented by Augustine that “a royal seal was imprinted on one at
baptism.”54
5. “Anabaptists exhibited considerable enthusiasm for evangelism…believer’s
baptism demanded a conscious decision to follow Christ. Therefore, most
‘Christians’ were devoid of salvation. Missiologist Hans Kasdorf says that
Anabaptists desired to ‘restore the primitive-apostolic model of the believer’s
church with its implicit theology of discipleship under Christ’s lordship and
explicit evangelistic witness in the power of the Holy Spirit.’”55
6. John Calvin stated, “Therefore, let it be regarded as a settled principle that the
sacraments have the same office as the Word of God: to offer and set forth Christ
to us, and in him the treasures of heavenly grace. But they avail and profit nothing
unless received in faith.”56
In the book “Introducing World Missions,” the authors represent the continued
role that these influencing views regarding baptism continue to have in the mission field
today.
The basic thrust in baptizing is to initiate people into the Christian faith…Finally,
making disciples includes teaching them to obey all the things Jesus commanded.
These commands are universal, applying to all cultures and times. They were
relevant to the first disciples, they remain relevant today, and they will remain
relevant until Christ returns.57
However, this is not the case; today, there seems to be a change in the methods as
demonstrated throughout the church’s rich history of teaching and practices surrounding
the importance of baptism and that of many modern Evangelical churches.
When there is a “disconnect” in the teaching of baptism, there becomes a
“disconnect” in the understanding of the Christian regarding their comfort level with the
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relationship they have with Christ. So, what did the early evangelicals (though they did
not refer to themselves that way) believe concerning baptism? John wrote, “My little
children, let us not love in word or in tongue, but in deed and in truth. And by this we
know that we are of the truth, and shall assure our hearts before Him58.” When the
Scriptures always seem to call for action attached to belief, and yet, Evangelicals have
started preaching that only ‘words’ are enough; it is not difficult to see how this will
become confusing.
It has already been established that Luther believed that rather than the seven holy
sacraments that Catholicism held to, he only recognized two of those sacraments as being
divinely inspired: baptism and communion. Under Catholicism, the respect due to the
sacraments was undisputed as to their importance; failure to maintain that significance
was believed to lead to “anathema59”; or as Paul states it in 1 Corinthians 16:22: “let him
be accursed.” “Hilary of Poitiers…recalls the simplicity of the baptismal formal in Jesus’
commandment to the disciples in Matthew 28:19…Hilary comments: ‘What element in
the mystery of man’s salvation is not included in those words60?’” The belief in the
necessity of baptism was not a compulsion or a burden…or even a question; it was a
blessing that God had given to His people to connect them to Him. Baptism was not a
method of labor or work, but rather a doorway to a relationship with God. “The
sacraments were the chief means for the church to mediate ‘grace,’ that is, God’s
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favor…Baptism was the gateway to membership both in the church and in society.”61
Baptism was regarded as the only way to gain a “clean slate in God’s eyes.”62 As the
Reformation stood firmly against many things professed by Catholicism, baptism was
never one of them. “Martin Luther argued that baptism should be viewed as the greatest
jewel, because ‘through it we become completely holy and blessed which no other kind
of life and no work can acquire.”63
Luther also reacted to another future problem that would arise in the debate
around baptism: the power of the act itself. Luther did not believe that baptism had any
“miraculous powers,”64 yet, that its power was contingent on the faith of the recipient.
What does such a statement have to do with the modern move from the necessity of
baptism then? Luther was never a supporter of the idea that one could be saved through
works; however, Luther believed that baptism itself, which was not identified as a work,
was ordained by Christ and thus necessary for salvation. Even in regard to the Apostles
Creed, which has varied slightly from church to church, the origin of it has shown that the
first part of the Creed to be accepted was the “baptismal confession65.” “The name
‘Apostles Creed’ was given because the content was thought to be an accurate summary
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of the apostolic faith66.” Even though the creed had its origins in Catholicism, it has been
carried through to the majority of evangelical churches because they hold it to still be
true. Therefore, if it is true, then baptism has always been part of a Christian’s faith in
Jesus Christ.
How does a history grounded in a belief in baptism interfere with the modern day
thinking of an evangelical? In reality, it should not. According to PBS.org, in an article
titled “Evangelicals v. Mainline Protestants, author John Green summarizes the motives
of evangelicals by stating that, “One belief is that the Bible is inerrant. It was without
error in all of its claims about the nature of the world and the nature of God. A second
belief is that the only way to salvation is through belief in Jesus Christ. A third belief, and
one that is most well-known, is the idea that individuals must accept salvation for
themselves. They must become converted67.” With this in mind, teaching baptism merely
helps to answer the “how” part of the “converted” question.
So what should the expectation of a New Covenant have on those who have
accepted this pact between them and God? The only logical answer would be obedience
to the terms of the contract! However, if this is in fact the case, how does the evangelical
church find its way back to that contract? In his book, “The Scandal of the Evangelical
Mind,” Mark A. Noll states,
Evangelicalism has always been made up of shifting movements, temporary
alliances, and the lengthened shadows of individuals. All discussions of
evangelicalism, therefore, are always both descriptions of the way things really
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are as well as efforts within our own minds to provide some order for a
multifaceted, complex set of impulses and organizations.68
Is biblical teaching allowed to be based upon “impulses” and “shifting movements?”
The term evangelical is hard to define precisely. It is typically understood as
implying three commitments: belief in the literal or near-literal truth of the Bible;
belief that one can be saved only by choosing a personal relationship with Christ,
or being ‘born-again’; and belief that one should, to some extent, evangelize and
share the good news of salvation with others.69
Teaching a belief of baptism, without demonstrating its importance is neglectful
to say the least. The foundation of Evangelical Christianity was built upon an apostolic
and Chris-demonstrated example, with baptism being not just a facet, but rather a
foundation-stone of the believer. If the Evangelical movement truly embraces the faithconnecting act of baptism, then they must make sure that believers actually understand
that accepting Christ as Savior is a commitment of faith, not just a belief. To neglect this
teaching would have the same theoretical implication that someone could go off and
purchase a house or car through a long-term contract without ever having to sign the
contract. In no way does the signature void out the terms of the agreement, but rather, it
demonstrates that both parties are in compliance with the arrangement, and thus subject
to the terms of said agreement. In the same manner, baptism does not negate the offer of
grace that Christ brought through His sacrifice on the cross, but rather, it tells God that,
as believers in Christ, we offer ourselves, through this act of faith, to His covenant
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agreement. “Because the Bible has been inspired, we can be confident of having divine
instruction70.”
“

In Him you were also circumcised with the circumcision made without hands, by
putting off the body of the sins of the flesh, by the circumcision of Christ, buried
with Him in baptism, in which you also were raised with Him through faith in the
working of God, who raised Him from the dead. And you, being dead in your
trespasses and the uncircumcision of your flesh, He has made alive together with
Him, having forgiven you all trespasses, 14 having wiped out the handwriting of
requirements that was against us, which was contrary to us. And He has taken it
out of the way, having nailed it to the cross.” Colossians 2:11-14
“For this is good and acceptable in the sight of God our Savior, who desires all
men to be saved and to come to the knowledge of the truth. For there is one God
and one Mediator between God and men, the Man Christ Jesus, 6 who gave
Himself a ransom for all, to be testified in due time.” 1 Timothy 2:3-6
Returning to the problem stated toward the end of the previous section, the
emerging teaching of Evangelicals: Evangelicals seem struggle with words like grace,
faith, salvation, and necessity; allowing these words to cloud the issue of baptism by
placing a shadow of doubt and skepticism around it. While Matthew 28 shows that the
Great Commission uses the word “commanded,” churches today keep teaching that it is
not absolutely necessary to be baptized in order to be saved. John Wesley taught that
“while baptism was neither essential to nor sufficient for salvation, it was the ‘ordinary
means’ that God designated for applying the benefits of the work of Christ in human
lives71.” If baptism is neither “essential” nor “sufficient,” and yet, it truly is God’s method
of applying the benefits of Christ in our lives, then does that mean the believer can obtain
salvation and yet not obtain any of the benefits? When Jesus stated that “NO ONE” gets
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to the Father except “THROUGH HIM,” and the method of applying that gift is through
baptism, how can it not be essential?
Ultimately, the real question lies in whether or not Christ actually taught a
message that was to be regarded as non-essential? Returning to Matthew 28:19-20, it
becomes obvious that Christ connected the lesson of baptism to the instruction He has left
to disciples as a means of evangelism: “Go therefore and make disciples of all the
nations, baptizing them in the name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit,
teaching them to observe all the things that I have commanded you…” That word
commanded poses a real problem when discussing the necessity of baptism. There is over
100 passages in the New Testament regarding “commands,” most of which are accredited
to either Christ or God. To understand the nature of a command better, it is necessary to
see how the apostles treated a command from their Lord:
Matthew 8:18 “He gave a command to depart…”
Matthew 10:5 “Jesus sent out and commanded them, saying…”
Matthew 11:1 “Jesus finished commanding His twelve disciples…”
Matthew 16:20 “He commanded His disciples…”
John 15:17 “These things I command you, that you love one another.”
So how did they respond to Christ who also said, “If you love Me, keep My
commandments,” and “You are My friends if you do whatever I command you.”
Matthew 21:6 “So the disciples went and did as Jesus commanded them.”
Mark 11:6 “And they spoke to them just as Jesus had commanded.”
It was not just His disciples that obeyed though:
Mark 1:27 “He commands even the unclean spirits, and they obey Him.”
Luke 4:3 (Satan understands) “Command this stone to become bread.”
Luke 8:29 “For He commands even the winds and the water, and they obey”
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Jesus explains the importance of obedience as He does not want His disciples to remain
curious or confused by those things He has instructed:
John 12:49 “For I have not spoken on My own authority; but the Father who sent
Me gave Me a command, what I should say and what I should speak, and I know
that His command is everlasting life. Therefore, whatever I speak, just as the
Father told Me, so I speak.”
So, how should believers in Christ, view His command regarding baptism? The
Scriptures show how the apostles regarded His command in Acts 2:38, when Peter
commanded the crowd to “Repent and be baptized!” In fact, Peter commands it again in
Acts 10:48; Philip commands it in Acts 8:35; and Paul commands it in Acts 19. Scripture
also reveals that those that heard this command obeyed it; evident through many stories
of belief that were immediately followed by baptism. As such, how should believers in
Christ view His command regarding baptism? Logically; obedience is the only answer!
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SECTION 2:
THESIS
5 Biblical Benefits of Water Baptism
“There is no universally accepted definition of ‘critical thinking,’ but most
treatments of the concept include a commitment to connect one’s claims to
reliable evidence in a proper way - which is the basis of scholarship.”72
The purpose of this research is to emphasize the need to restudy the importance
that the Bible places on the role of baptism (water-immersion) for the believer. In this
study, the use of Scripture will be the primary source of supporting evidence, while
letters of scholarship will be used to support the claims of this paper and to demonstrate
the revisionary teaching by Evangelical churches that have arisen over recent years. First,
the research will show the five major benefits of water-baptism as expressed through the
Bible. Second, the research will demonstrate that there are short-comings in the
teachings, as presented throughout a number of churches; primarily (but not exclusively)
Evangelical-based churches, which seem to have created a potential disconnect between
baptism and Scripture. Lastly, it will address the conflicting lessons surrounding the
biblical doctrines on baptism, help to enunciate the reasons for their inadequacies on the
topic, as well as express the importance of going back to biblical scholarship to resolve
these deficiencies.
“Three basic questions about baptism have been debated among Christians: (1)
What is the meaning of baptism? What does it actually accomplish? (2) Who are the
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proper subjects of baptism? (3) What is the proper mode of baptism73?” The problem with
coming to understand baptism and its benefits, however, has very little to do with biblical
confusion or vagueness; in fact, the numerous references stated previously should, in
themselves, demonstrate the importance of it. What really creates the obstacles to
righteous teaching though is the lack of understanding the “how” of God’s method of
grace. To demonstrate this point, consider a microwave oven;
While studying one day, hunger sets in and the researcher makes the decision to
warm up some left over chicken strips. In order to make the chicken strips warm,
first the researcher must know how to work the microwave. Thankfully, all that
was needed was to push the “1” button on the key pad and presto…the microwave
lights up and does its thing.
Is this actually how the microwave “works” though? Of course not! The reality is, even
though many use microwaves, they actually have no real idea how they work. What they
do know however, is that for them to make it work, all they have to do is push the “1”
and their chicken strips are ready. In order to fully understand the microwave, they would
have to work at understanding electricity and how microwaves actually affect food.
Baptism is very similar; when we seek answers for how God’s grace truly works, we
argue and debate for years over the working mechanisms; which in all fairness, the
church’s revised teaching on baptism is the reason for such a study. For believers desiring
to be connected to God…truly connected to Him, then it becomes necessary to know
more than just how to operate the button that turns on the light.
To emphasize this point, it is helpful to review briefly the end of Peter’s sermon
on the day of Pentecost in which he said,
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“Repent, and let every one of you be baptized in the name of Jesus Christ for the
remission of sins; and you shall receive the gift of the Holy Spirit. For the promise
is to you and to your children, and to all who are afar off, as many as the Lord
our God will call.”74
First, consider what does NOT take place next; notice that NO ONE is identified as
asking “Why?”; “When?”; “What is the Holy Spirit?”; or “I thought you just said, ‘Jesus
already died for my sins.’” Then, notice what question was asked first, “Now when they
heard this, they were cut to the heart, and said to Peter and the rest of the apostles, ‘Men
and brethren, what shall we do?’” They are not shown to be argumentative, doubtful, or
even particularly stubborn; they had just been confronted with their sins and were just
happy that Peter said there was a solution. Essentially, Peter said, “Push the ‘1’ on the
microwave.
Now, notice what they DID do in response to Peter’s action: “Then those who
gladly received his word were baptized.”75 Church history demonstrates that this was the
first reaction that Evangelicals used to have in regard to baptism; so, when did they
decide that the commands of Christ and His Apostles needed to be more critically
analyzed? With this in mind, and also with the purpose of not debating grace as much as
looking at the actual biblical benefits of baptism, this section will demonstrate what
Scripture says are the benefits of water-baptism into Christ. Though this may sound
contradictory, the point of this study is not to debate whether or not someone should be
baptized; the point of this study is to draw attention to the necessity of studying baptism
closer to see what benefits it brings to the faithful, obedient believer. Later, the research
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will address other topics like grace, works, and faith, and demonstrate the problems that
have erupted as a result of contradictory teachings as they relate to baptism.
Biblical Cleansing
Before completely becoming submerged in the benefits of baptism, it is important
to first, briefly, look at the benefits of cleansing throughout Scripture. In teaching how to
“Grasp God’s Word,” J. Scott Duvall and J. Daniel Hays offer this suggestion, “Identify
all conditional clauses. These are clauses that present the conditions whereby some
action, consequence, reality, or result will happen. The conditional aspect will usually be
introduced by the conditional conjunction ‘IF’76.” This author describes these as “BIG
little words of the Bible”; such as ‘if’, ‘and’, ‘but’, and ‘unless’, just to name a few. They
are sometimes so small we fail to notice just how conditionally important they are to
those who they involve. Case in point, the author’s oldest son works for a computer
company as a customer service representative; on more cases than not, the first question
he will ask people is, “Did you plug it in or turn it on?” One would probably think that
this would be common knowledge; after all, “IF” you turn it on, it should work, seems
pretty sensible. Obviously though, those big-little words can end up pretty substantial.
Satan attempts to use big-little words on Jesus when he tempts Him with power;
“All these things I will give You, IF You will fall down and worship me77.” God uses this
type of language too…A LOT! In His conversation with Cain, He asks him, “IF you do
well, will you not be accepted? And IF you do not do well, sin lies at the door. And its
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desire is for you, but you should rule over it78.” The point being, God is a conditional
God; this has always been the way that He has worked when dealing with mankind.
When a conditional God, All-Powerful and Awesome as He is, makes provisions
to interact with a much less supreme, and much more polluted creature like mankind, He
had to take certain precautions to do so. The concept of cleanliness ran rich throughout
the Bible, beginning with the clean and unclean animals on the ark79, progressing to
cleanliness laws throughout Leviticus, which taught the Levites that “it shall be a statute
forever throughout your generations that you may distinguish between holy and unholy,
and between unclean and clean80.” Purity became a huge conditional issue with God.
Priests inspected the people and inspected the animals for sacrifice; they were committed
with the task of cleansing everything inside and outside of the temple.
By the time David writes the Psalms, the importance of cleanliness had moved
from the external to the internal nature of the person. “Hide Your face from my sins and
blot out all my iniquities. Create in me a clean heart, O God, and renew a steadfast spirit
within me81.” The future prophecy of Daniel recorded that “many shall be purified, made
white, and refined, but the wicked shall do wickedly; and none of the wicked shall
understand, but the wise shall understand82.” God was building up to the message of
spiritual purification: a method of purifying the soul rather than the flesh. This process
would not just be able to rid someone of the sins they possessed, but also help to purify
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them in a way that would make them clean enough to stand before the Father. This
process of purification would later take its form through Christ’s shed blood and death on
the cross; which would then be passed on as a means of purifying believers through the
waters of baptism.
Jill Maynard made this comment in the Illustrated Dictionary of the Bible,
From a Greek word meaning ‘to immerse’ or ‘cleanse with water,’ the term
baptism is found only in the New Testament. Ceremonial uses of water however,
were long established in Mosaic Law…In the New Testament, the Judean
ministry of John the Baptist marked the beginning of what became Christian
baptism.83
This lesson will not only be taught by John, but reinforced by Christ, and later taught by
the disciples all through the New Testament as the method of Spiritual Cleansing. Eric
Peterson demonstrates this point in his work, Signed, Sealed, Delivered, by stating;
Historically, baptism has been understood in terms of Christian initiation - the
entry point into the community, the rite by which a person is identified as
belonging to the Body of Christ. This initiation, however, is only the beginning
point of discipleship, and the rich images of baptism are much more dynamic than
static, more fluid than solid.84
Various methods of terminology are used in preaching today to signify the roles that
baptism serves in the life of the believer, but all of them lead to the same conclusion;
somehow the act of baptism is uniting the believer, through their act of faith and belief, to
God.
Perhaps the greatest struggle with understanding the purpose of baptism in the life
of the believer however, is the fact that the church, as a whole, has neglected to fully
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present the benefits that Scripture accounts to that practice. In his book, The Evangelical
Doctrine of Baptism, John Stott states, “The best way to introduce the meaning of
baptism is to assert that both the sacraments of the gospel (baptism and communion) are
essentially sacraments of grace, that is, sacraments of divine initiative, not of human
activity.”85 The message here is not inaccurate; however, it probably deserves
clarification. When looking at the five benefits of baptism, it is first important to
understand that the believer has no power to create any of the benefits, but rather, they
are simply accepting the responsibility of entering into this covenant with God. Belief is
required to form this covenant; faith will be required to maintain it. Matt Smethurst
attempt to express this in his article, Is Baptism Required for Church Membership, by
stating, “Baptism is where faith goes public. It’s how you nail your colors to the mast as
Jesus disciple.”86 Though the quote seems drastic, perhaps that is the point: drastic
thinking for a drastic covenant.
When considering the traditional way marriage ceremonies work, how
enlightening and upbeat are the words, “Till DEATH do us part?” The implication is that
the two people entering into the bond of marriage are entering into a life-long covenant
with one another; for this reason, it should not be entered into lightly. For a minister, this
phrase, as well as any message regarding submission, may prove to be the most
uncomfortable of the service. Is it possible the fear of eternal submission to God is even
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more terrifying than 100 years of submission of marriage? Do the negative implications
of submission outweigh the positive benefits given through baptism?
What are the benefits of baptism, and furthermore, what is their impact in the life
of a Christian? Scripture shows numerous benefits to having Christ as Savior, though for
purpose of the discussion of baptism, this research will focus on the five, very specific,
benefits expressed through the teachings of Christ and the Apostles. These benefits
include; being united to Christ through His death, burial and Resurrection; being brought
into a new covenant with God; receiving forgiveness of sins; receiving the indwelling of
the Holy Spirit; and gaining entrance into the kingdom of God (which will also be
recognized as the Body of Christ or the church).
United to Christ
“Jesus said to him, ‘I am the way, the truth, and the life. No one comes to the Father
except through Me.”
John 14:6
As one works their way through the story of the Israelite people as they progress
their way through the Old Testament, there is one consistent theme that projects itself
above all others: God is building up to something. Clear indicators seem to be pointing at
One who will be coming to change everything for the human race; a Person who will tip
the scales in favor of righteousness and godliness. Paul’s letter to the saints in Ephesus
describes Him by saying,
For He Himself is our peace, who has made both one, and has broken down the
middle wall of separation, having abolished in His flesh the enmity (separation),
that is, the law of commandments contained in ordinances, so as to create Himself
one new man from the two, thus making peace, and that He might reconcile them
both to God in one body through the cross, thereby putting to death the enmity.
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And He came and preached peace to you who were afar off and to those who were
near. For through Him we both have access by one Spirit to the Father.87
What does that all mean? Duvall and Hays wrote, “This journey works on the premise
that the Bible is a record of God’s communication of Himself and His will to us. We
revere the Bible and treat it as holy because it is the Word of God and because God
reveals Himself to us through this Word88.”This word reveals that at some point, mankind
has separated himself from God, and as a result, God has created a bridge for them to
cross in order to regain that access to Him. The Ephesians passage above reveals that
Jesus is that Bridge…the ONLY Bridge. As such, the next question to be asked then,
would then be, “How does one cross that Bridge?”
Roadblocks and Warnings
“Blessed is the man to whom the LORD shall not impute sin." Romans 4:8
Perhaps believers are all so eager to be united to Christ that when they see a
roadblock or warning sign in Scripture, their first desire is to remove it. Consider Michael
Landon’s television show, Highway to Heaven, which presented a concept that should be
investigated: is there really a “highway to heaven?” Matthew 7:13-14 shows Christ
warning believers to “Enter by the narrow gate; for wide is the gate and broad is the way
that leads to destruction, and there are many who go in by it. Because narrow is the gate
and difficult is the way which leads to life, and there are few who find it.”
*WARNING LIGHTS FLASHING*
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How many Evangelicals have said, “Just ask Jesus into your heart?” Thomas Kidd
addressed this doctrine in his article, Ask Jesus into Your Heart; “Many an evangelical
pastor has concluded a sermon by asking non-Christians to ‘ask Jesus into their
heart’…but some evangelicals have in recent years criticized the sinner’s prayer as
unbiblical and superstitious.”89
Do not misunderstand, there is a scripture in Colossians 2:6 which states, “As you
have therefore received Christ Jesus the Lord, so walk in Him.” However, does this
Scripture actually negate baptism; furthermore, does it actually promote the principle of
‘asking Jesus into your heart as a means of salvation? Perhaps, instead, this small, nonbiblical suggestion used by many evangelicals, has actually become the Evangelical
movement’s Highway to Heaven? In spite of the fact that there are 179 verses in the New
Testament alone that regard the “heart,” Evangelicals have instead, relied on a nonbiblical phrase, such as “Asking Jesus into your heart,” as their central message for
conversion. At what point in time should this begin to raise red flags of warning? Perhaps
the warning in Mark 7:6 should; “This people honor Me with their lips, but their heart is
far from Me.”
How does one ignore a direct command by Christ in Matthew 28 to baptize all
nations, only to instead, obey a commandment that is not found anywhere in Scripture?
Paul warned in Ephesians 4:4-6; “There is one body and one Spirit, just as you were
called in one hope of your calling; one Lord, one faith, one baptism; one God and Father
of all, who is above all, and through all, and in you all.” How did God’s church become
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so divided by a topic that is so diligently taught throughout Scripture? Donald S. Whitney
wrote in Spiritual Disciplines for the Christian Life, that “The Bible promises the
blessings of God on those who apply the Word of God to their lives.”90 Whitney
concludes his thought by expressing the words of John 13:17; “If you know these things,
blessed are you if you do them.”91
Union versus Unity
This question brings us back to the topic at hand; ‘United to Christ’…what does
that even mean? “Therefore, my brethren, you also have become dead to the law through
the body of Christ, that you may be married to another--to Him who was raised from the
dead, that we should bear fruit to God92.” Consider another marriage analogy; originating
in the Scriptures. In the Bible, the church is identified as the “bride” that has been
prepared and adorned for her Husband93. This imagery shines light on another struggling
lesson regarding baptism in the eyes of Evangelicals in that the understanding of baptism
is presented as an admission into the church; through baptism, you are united to the body
of Christ. The problem is that baptism was never intended to unite the believer to other
believers; it was intended to unite them to Christ Himself. Jesus did not say that nobody
comes to the Father except through the church; He said “except through Me.” Christians’
union with each other is simply the reality of being part of the body of Christ. As such,
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the following statement, “Baptism is how you publically identify yourself with Jesus and
with His people94,” is not an accurate statement. Once again, the sad reality is that church
identification is not held accountable to doctrinal teaching. What is taught however is the
necessity for unity among the believers of Christ95 (This topic will be addressed more
fully later on).
One gospel preacher, the author’s father, taught a lesson, which though crude and
harsh, taught, “If you take two cats and tie their tails together then hang them over a
clothes line, you will have union, but you will not have unity.” When Paul discusses
baptism and its relationship to Christ in Romans 6, he states,
For if we have been united together in the likeness of His death, certainly we also
shall be in the likeness of His resurrection, knowing that this, our old man was
crucified with Him…Now if we died with Christ, we believe that we shall also live
with Him…96
A believer’s union was always intended to be with Christ, not the church. One’s unity
was always intended to be with the church because it is the body that has been united to
Jesus.97
Benefit of Being United to Christ
So what is the benefit of being united to Christ then? Josh MacDowell wrote,
“When he enters the water he dies to his old sin nature, and he rises out of the water to
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share a new resurrected life of Christ.”98 Christ is more than a partner in this relationship
to God, He is the ticket. It is the understanding that without Christ, there is no access to
the promises of Heaven; there is no access to grace; and there is no access to the throne of
God. Jimmy Allen stated that “There is an actual union or affinity between Christ and the
Christian. Christ lives in a child of God (Gal 2:20). The union between the Savior and the
saved is as real as the union between a vine and branch (John 15:1-7)99.” Again, in The
Story of Christianity, Justo L. Gonzalez wrote, “But it is much more than a sign, for by its
power we are made members of the body of Christ100.” Though this statement is not
wrong, it does not effectively focus on the right benefit(s).
Return now to the World’s Greatest Chocolate Chip Cookie Recipe, instead of
highlighting the Chocolate Chip Cookie aspect, what if the recipe read, the World’s
Greatest Recipe Using Flour. What is the recipe for? It could be making playdough or
plaster for all the baker could know. The fact that flour is in the recipe is great, but it is
not really what makes the recipe exciting. Baptism unites the believer to the body of
Christ! Really…that’s it?
A personal saying, which has been used quite often states, “The toughest part of
being a minister is dealing with all those Christians.” It usually earns an awkward
chuckle, because everyone knows that Christians themselves can tend to grumble,
complain, whine, gossip, lie, backstab, and even play dirty at times. In fact, these are the
very traits that most believers are working to overcome (hopefully). So who gets excited
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about being united to those kinds of people? Basically, the ‘body of Christ’, or rather, the
church is the proverbial ‘flour’ in the recipe illustration; it holds great value in the recipe,
but it is not the primary focus.
However, consider Jesus Christ: Son of God, Redeemer, Savior, Man of Light,
who healed the lame, raised the dead, walked on water, and died on the cross so that
others could go to Heaven. Who does not want to be connected to a Man like that! Jesus
is the Chocolate Chip Cookie; He is that aroma that draws someone in the moment they
walk through the door. The church, through obedience and faithfulness, thereby imitates
the Master so closely that they become part of that aroma101.
The very fact that NO ONE comes to the Father except through Christ is the
invariable factor of requirement for membership. It is this doorway through Christ, which
has made baptism such a vital part in the relationship between God and believer; it is the
first and only method of making one’s self available to something that has been lost since
Adam and Eve first sinned in the garden…an eternal covenant with God.
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A New Covenant with God
“But put on the Lord Jesus Christ, and make no provision for the flesh, to fulfill its lust.”
Romans 13:14
“For as many of you as were baptized into Christ have put on Christ.”
Galatians 3:27

Moses and the Sin Offering
The first time reference is made to a covenant mentioned in the Bible does not
take place until God is talking to Noah about His plans to destroy the world with a flood.
As such, where do Adam and Eve fit into it? Will McRaney Jr. wrote in The Art of
Personal Evangelism, “God Himself was living a form of community, the Trinity, prior
to forming mankind in His image. The very nature of God’s existence involves
community. The Trinity was a forerunning model for the human family, which must live
in community102.”
Though caution should be practiced when presuming to understand Heavenly
things that are not shared in the Bible, the Garden of Eden narrative proves that God was
in fact looking for something different in mankind; perhaps something that had been
lacking in heaven. Perhaps this is indeed a bold claim; however, consider the evidence
presented in Scripture:
1. Angels were/are basically servants who are blessed enough to live in heaven,
yet lack access to the relationship granted to humanity103.
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2. Satan was one of those angels; though having access to heaven, chose to rebel
against his position.
3. God seems sincerely hurt by the actions of Adam and Eve in the Garden;
almost as though He was personally offended by the betrayal.
a. After all, six days of creation were used to form paradise
b. The original arrangement seemed to be God taking care of pretty much
everything and Adam being well provided for
c. Though some may question the “all-knowing” nature of God, Genesis
6:5 taught that “the Lord saw that the wickedness of man was great in
the earth and that every intent of the thoughts of his heart was only
evil continually;” thus demonstrating God’s “learning” about mankind
as they grew. Furthermore, 6:6 reveals that “the Lord was sorry that
He had made man on the earth, and He was grieved in His heart.”
d. Regardless, it was God’s observance of mankind’s tendencies toward
sin that would reveal also the need for them to have a Savior.
4. The history of God’s people seems to be this pursuit of God to find a people
who will be more than just slaves, but instead, family. (2 Corinthians 6:18)
a. Jesus ministry had a strong teaching embracing God as “Father”.
b. Christians are referred to as “sons” and “daughter” and “heirs”
5. The reference to a covenant is made over 300 times throughout the bible; an
obvious effort of God to connect with His people.
So what happened?
The first sign that probably revealed to God how difficult this would be was
probably found in the fact that literally right after God destroyed all of humanity, with
exception to eight souls, Noah gets drunk on his own wine; Ham does something sinful;
and sin is back in the world104. Thankfully, God does not give up on humanity; however,
it is important to point out that the story of the flood, as well as the lesson learned there,
will come up again in Scripture. “If you fail to understand that God works covenantally
and that He uses signs as manifestations of His covenants (rainbow, circumcision,
communion, etc.), then you will not be able to understand where baptism fits into God’s
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covenant system105.” In fact, even though God promised not to use a flood next time,
Christ uses the flood as an illustration on unpreparedness for His second coming.106
1 Peter 3:20-21 again reinforces Peter’s reasoning surrounding the power of
baptism where he states,
…who formerly were disobedient, when once the Divine longsuffering waited in
the days of Noah, while the ark was being prepared, in which a few, that is, eight
souls, were saved through water. There is also an antitype which now saves us-baptism (not the removal of the filth of the flesh, but the answer of a good
conscience toward God), through the resurrection of Jesus Christ…
If Peter here actually defines that baptism is the antitype that “now saves us,” why do so
many argue the saving ability of baptism? The rationale behind such a declaration would
require many to return to Scripture to determine if “grace” was far more conditional than
they had first understood.
One interesting article made some conflicting comments on this discussion. On
one hand the author wrote, “One of the basic principles of biblical interpretation is the
analogia scriptura, the analog of Scripture--we must compare Scripture with Scripture in
order to understand its full proper sense107.” Absolutely! However, the author then made
this comment; “If water baptism were necessary for salvation, we would expect to find it
stressed whenever the gospel is presented in Scripture…Peter makes no reference to
baptism108.” Over 80 times baptize or baptism is mentioned in the New Testament…80+
times through 27 books! It would seem more than apparent that there is more than
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enough Biblical evidence to support the claim that there is a theme of baptism throughout
the New Testament. As for Peter own teachings; Acts 2:38, 10:47-48, 11:14-16, and 1
Peter 3:8-21 all prove that he also held the issue of baptism as true doctrine.
There is some dispute regarding this testimony by Peter, regarding the idea that
Noah and his family were not saved by the water, but rather, they were saved by the ark
from the water. Everett Ferguson, in his book “Baptism in the Early Church,” explains
that
the biblical perspective may be that the salvation was not from the water but from
the wickedness that pervaded the earth in Noah’s day, and the water was the
means for this deliverance. Such an understanding would bring the reference into
line with the comparison to Christian baptism.109
Ferguson goes on to explain the implications of the “antitype” illustration given by Peter
by defining it this way: “‘Antitype’ may mean in general what corresponds to something
else, or in particular a copy of the real (Hebrews 9:24).”110 With this in mind, it
demonstrates that God passing on grace and mercy to Noah was done through the vessel
of the ark; while under the new covenant, the vessel of grace and mercy is now presented
to believers as baptism. In the same manner that Noah was required to get on the ark in
order to be saved from the flood, believers must be baptized in order to be saved from
eternal condemnation.
*

*

*

*

*

So what did the covenant of baptism do for the believer then? Christopher J.H.
Wright made this declaration: the promise of the Old Testament had two effects, “First, it
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helps us realize that salvation is, and always was, a matter of God’s grace and promise…
Secondly, it reinforces that there is a conditional element to the promise, in as much as its
fulfillment requires the response of faith and obedience from the recipients of the
promise111.” Perhaps the use of the word “gift112” throughout Scripture has confused this
issue; however, it really should not be that difficult to understand. Imagine a father giving
a new car to his son as a graduation present; though the gift was free for the son, it does
not negate the fact that the son is now under the requirement to take care of his gift.
Should the son fail to put gasoline, oil, and anti-freeze in his vehicle, then that gift will be
worth nothing in a short amount of time. The gift he received was a free gift with
understood conditions, just as the gift of Christ is a free gift…but with conditions.
An Insufficient Covenant
“For if that first covenant had been faultless, then no place would have been
sought for a second.” Hebrews 8:7
Return to the Garden of Eden for a moment; what actually happened? God took
care of EVERYTHING for Adam; but when it came time for Adam to return the favor,
God received disobedience instead. God has a history of forming covenants with
mankind, only to have them break it over and over again113. Moving forward in the
narrative, we find the Children of Israel, rescued from slavery and being led to the land
flowing with milk and honey; only to hear them doubt, complain and even accuse God of
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bringing them out to “die in the wilderness114.” Jeremiah 31:31 shows that this
cause/effect relationship was not working, and a new plan was already being put into
action; “Behold, the days are coming, says the Lord, when I will make a new covenant
with the house of Israel and with the house of Judah…”

“In that He says, ‘A new covenant,’ He has made the first obsolete. Now what is
becoming obsolete and growing old is ready to vanish away.” Hebrews 8:13
A Better Covenant
It should be noted when discussing the inclusion of a “better covenant,” that
though this covenant is brought to life through Christ, Paul teaches in Galatians that it
had long been part of God’s plan: “And this I say, that the law, which was four hundred
and thirty years later, cannot annul the covenant that was confirmed before God in Christ,
that it should make the promise of no effect115.” Observe here that in the God Timeline of
events, the covenant that would be formed between God and Man, with Christ serving as
its Mediator, was actually put together 430 years before Moses ever even obtained the
Old Law. Though there are probably more than just a few theological discussions that
could revolve around this issue, the reality is that God had already determined before,
Egyptians, wildernesses, multiple captivities, prophets, and kings, that mankind was in
need of a stronger method of salvation; but this method of salvation would have to wait
until the time God determined would be sufficient
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This new covenant is not addressed again until Jesus commissions the sacrament
of communion with His disciples: “For this is the blood of the new covenant, which is
shed for many for the remission of sins116.” The new covenant would be secured in the
blood of Christ, and embodied not as symbolism, but as necessity for the believer; this
very teaching will cause many to leave Christ earlier in His ministry; “Then Jesus said to
them, ‘Most assuredly, I say to you, unless you eat the flesh of the Son of Man and drink
His blood, you have no life in you.” He continues later by adding, “He who eats My flesh
and drinks My blood abides in Me, and I in Him117.” With this inclusion in his gospel,
John is the fourth gospel message to assure that this lesson of Christ is passed on. Notice
this also demonstrates the fact that the believer has been united to Christ.
“The call to repentance and baptism superseded the formal membership in
Judaism insured by birth and circumcision, for it depended on voluntary choice. He
opened the door to a relationship with God which was based not on racial birth, but on a
new birth.”118 A new covenant brought with it a new understanding of God’s relationship
with mankind…at least faithful mankind.
Therefore, if anyone is in Christ, he is a new creation; old things have passed
away; behold, all things have become new. Now all things are of God, who has
reconciled us to Himself through Jesus Christ, and has given us the ministry of
reconciliation…119
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There, like all things in Scripture though, was still a condition to the covenant.
Consider the “IF” statements discussed earlier? There are 1,637 “if” statements in the
NKJV of the bible, which are all worthy of further study concerning covenants. As a
proud father of four, now very grown, kids, it was a joyous occasion to see them prepare
themselves for college. Many parents see the responsibility of explaining the “truth” of
the world at this time; once of which includes credit card offers. Personal wisdoms
included, “Disregard what the front of the brochure says; instead, open up the paper work
and find the smallest printed message you can.” Very often, it is the fine print that holds
the real contract someone is accepting: late fees, high interest rates, monthly and annual
fees. Though God does not sneak His terms of covenant in by the same underhanded
methods as credit card companies, it is still very clear that God has expectations for
those who enter into a covenant with Him.
When Jesus began His ministry, it seems clear that He loved to use the
conditional word “if;” this is evident in that fact that He uses it about 70 times in the
gospel of Matthew alone. This big-little word establishes that this new covenant is built
upon very strict and specific conditions: those of faith and obedience. Here are three
extreme examples from the Gospel of John to make the point:
1. John 8:42 “If God were your Father, you would love Me, for I proceeded
forth and came from God; nor have I come from Myself, but He sent Me.”
2. John 14:15 “If you love Me, keep My commandments.”
3. John 14:28 “You have heard Me say to you, ‘I am going away and coming
back to you.’ If you loved Me, you would rejoice because I said, ‘I am going
to the Father,’ for My Father is greater than I.”
Notice the implications that come with each of these ‘IF’ statements; one’s relationship
with God is challenged; one’s love for Christ is challenged; and one’s attitude toward this
life is challenged, all on account of one little, tiny, two-lettered word.
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The three other benefits of baptism are exclusively tied to the two benefits already
discussed; without Christ, there can be NO covenant with God; and without a covenant
with God, there can be no forgiveness of sins, no indwelling of the Holy Spirit, and no
entrance into the Kingdom of God. It should be cautioned at this point that it could be
possibly contrived as quarrelsome and argumentative to attempt the “which came first,
the chicken or the egg” argument on the benefits of baptism. Though the Ethiopian
Eunuch will be further addressed later in this study; the fact, according to Scripture,
clearly shows that the Eunuch believed120, and as a result, was immediately baptized.
None of the benefits are announced at his baptism, though it is evident through other
Scriptures that they are still granted to him as a baptized-believer in Jesus Christ. There is
no debate on whether belief should precede baptism, because it is the only challenging
question that Philip places on the Eunuch after he asks the question, “See, here is water.
What hinders me from being baptized121?” Belief, followed by obedience to the Gospel
message to repent and be baptized, is presented as the doorway to the benefits of that
obedience.
Receiving Forgiveness of Sins
Paying for Sins
In order to appreciate the forgiveness of sins, one must first understand what the
punishment for sins were and are. For this to be done, it is necessary to once again return
to Scripture: it is helpful to see how God works, to see how and why certain lessons are
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taught, and see patterns that form throughout the Bible. The word “sin” appears over 500
times in the Bible. However, what must also be realized is that, like baptism, other words
are also used to describe it: words like wicked, evil, and corrupt. These words are used to
describe disobedience toward God, which, for the point of this study, will be the simple
explanation for sin: Disobeying God.
In the Bible, consequences have always been handed out for those committing sin,
or rather for those disobeying God:
•

Adam and Eve ate of the forbidden fruit - they are cast out of Eden

•

Cain kills Abel - forced to walk the earth

•

Everyone sins - all but 8 destroyed in the flood

•

Israel and Judah sin - led into captivity

•

King Saul sins - loses his throne

The stories are numerous, demonstrating the extreme ways God dealt with wicked and
sinful people, even when they were His own. Not only does God retaliate against
wickedness by afflicting the people, but also by attacking land, elements and even
livestock. One thing is clear throughout all Scripture; God hates to be disobeyed. David
prayed to God in Psalms 25:7, “Do not remember the sins of my youth, nor my
transgressions; according to your mercy remember me, for Your goodness’ sake, O
Lord.”
Consider the impact the Hebrew writer’s words must have had when he recounted
the words of Jeremiah; “For I will be merciful to their unrighteousness, and their sins and
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their lawless deeds I will remember no more.”122 Did this mean there was now a free
ticket to sin with no consequence? This is quite an extreme change from the warning,
“And after all this, if you do not obey Me, then I will punish you seven times more for
your sins.”123 Perhaps Paul had a feeling this attitude might be expressed as he shines
light on this possibility in Romans 6:1-2; here he writes, “What shall I say then? Shall
we continue in sin that grace may abound? Certainly not! How shall we who died to sin
live any longer in it?” Though the “if” word may not be spelled out here, its warning is
surely implied. Paul continues by writing, “For IF we have been united together in the
likeness of His death…124” Later he drives the point home by saying, “Do not let sin reign
in your mortal body, that you should obey it in its lusts.”125 Here lies another cautionary
and very conditional agreement between God and His people; in exchange for God
forgiving the sins of His people, they were expected to quit sinning. Grace was the side
benefit that covered them when they did mess up, but the attitude of a Christian was still
expected to be one of someone trying to flee from sin.
The Egyptians
If we have been freed from sin (Rom 6:7), why do we still have to work so hard
to avoid it? This question really seems to be a struggling point for those who embrace the
offer of grace in the Bible. Journeying back to the Israelites while held in captivity in
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Egypt; one may see the story unfold as such: the election of Moses by God, 10 plagues,
the Egyptian army drowning in the Red Sea, and then the Israelites wandering in the
wilderness. Scripture bears witness to the extent God went to in order to free His people
from slavery. What sense would there have been for those who had been saved to go back
to Egypt after they had been delivered? Paul wrote to the saints in Rome, “But God be
thanked that though you were slaves of sin, yet you obeyed from the heart that form of
doctrine to which you were delivered; and having been set free from sin, you became
slaves of righteousness.”126 Freedom only remains freedom when one does not return to
the captivity that once held them.
John’s Converts and Rebaptism
The baptism of John has always had a number of questions regarding how it
overlaps with the baptism later encompassed by apostolic preaching; after all, they both
obviously related to the forgiveness of sins. It is important to note that while the Holy
Spirit will be discussed more deeply later, this is not the only element of the apostles’
baptism that changes from John’s baptism. “John answered, saying to all, ‘I indeed
baptize you with water; but One mightier than I is coming, whose sandal strap I am not
worthy to loose. He will baptize you with the Holy Spirit and Fire.” On the day of
Pentecost when Peter commands the crowd to “Repent and be baptized127,” his command
is implying two things; first, you must repent or turn away from the sins you have in your
life; and second, you must be baptized into Jesus. “John and Jesus had both preached
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baptism; Jesus had placed baptism in His commission; hence the apostle Peter, guided by
the Holy Spirit, gave the answer and told them what they should do.”128 This recipe for
overcoming sins had changed in that Peter was presenting something that John did not
have the opportunity to offer through his baptism; the blood of Jesus as a purifying factor
and as a covenant maker.
1 John 1:7-8 “But if we walk in the light as He is in the light, we have fellowship
with one another, and the blood of Jesus Christ His Son cleanses us from all sin. If
we say that we have no sin, we deceive ourselves, and the truth is not in us.
Revelation 1:5 (NKJV)
“…and from Jesus Christ, the faithful witness, the firstborn from the dead, and the
ruler over the kings of the earth. To Him who loved us and washed us from our
sins in His own blood…”
Washed in the Blood
“Both repentance and immersion are said to be ‘for the remission of sins.’ The
term ‘remission’ basically means to ‘send away.’ It represents complete pardon.”129 The
purifying blood of Jesus is the “lava” soap against sin, cleansing His people of the
bondage that once held them captive, setting them free to a new life. “But if we walk in
the light as He is in the light, we have fellowship with one another, and the blood of Jesus
Christ His Son cleanses us from all sin.” Robert Lowery wrote a song which has long
been sung in worship settings; which ask and answer the serious question, “What can
wash away my sins? NOTHING but the BLOOD of JESUS.”130 Romans 3:25 uses the
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word, “propitiation,” explaining this to mean that “by His blood, through faith, to
demonstrate righteousness, because in His forbearance God had passed over the sins
that were previously committed…” This lesson is further portrayed in 1 Corinthians 6:11
when Paul states, “But you were washed, but you were sanctified, but you were justified
in the name of the Lord Jesus and by the Spirit of our God.” Paul also taught Titus,
saying, “…not of works of righteousness which we have done, but according to His
mercy He saved us, through the washing of regeneration and renewing of the Holy
Spirit.”131
Receiving the Indwelling of the Holy Spirit
Here again, the Holy Spirit is shown in regard to His relationship to baptism. This
section will only demonstrate how the Holy Spirit interacts in baptism itself; however,
later the study will address the obstacles that arise as a result of misunderstanding the
difference between the “Gift” of the Holy Spirit and the “gifts” of the Holy Spirit. With
regard to baptism, Scripture reveals that the Holy Spirit Himself is the “Gift” or the
benefit received through one’s obedience in baptism.
Holy Spirit of the Old Testament
Considering still Peter’s command in Acts 2:38 as it pertains to receiving the
Holy Spirit, it is first important to notice how the Holy Spirit worked through the Old
Testament. A search for the “Holy Spirit” in the Old Testament will not actually reveal
that much information; in fact, according to the NKJV of the Bible, the phrase “Holy
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Spirit” actually only appears three times in the entire Old Testament: once in Psalms
51:11 and then twice in Isaiah 63:10-11. This however, does not mean that the Holy
Spirit was mostly used in the New Testament, it just means that He was identified
differently; instead, He is identified as the “Spirit,” the “Spirit of God,” and the “Spirit of
the Lord.” The Holy Spirit is also described according to the things He accomplishes:
words like power, strength, and wisdom.
Why does it change? Millard J. Erickson’s answered this question in Christian
Theology; “There are biblical references that identify the Holy Spirit as God.”132 The
point being that the Holy Spirit is presented in a variety of manners throughout the Old
Testament. He is not only identified by name; but more often, the Holy Spirit is identified
by His accomplishments. Most importantly though, Scripture reveals that like the old
covenant, God is also going to change the way He personally interacts with His people
concerning the Spirit. By taking a look at David’s prayerful request in Psalms 51:11,
Scripture reveals what this major change will be: “Do not cast me away from Your
presence, and do not take Your Holy Spirit from me.” Was it actually possible to lose the
Holy Spirit after He had interacted with you somehow? Job 33:4 states that “The Spirit of
God has made me, and the breath of the Almighty gives me life.” So what happens if that
life goes away; where does that person rest then? This actually happens with King Saul in
1 Samuel 16:14: “But the Spirit of the Lord departed from Saul, and a distressing spirit
from the Lord troubled him.” Scripture shows a troubled Saul erupts after this: lost, angry
and depressed after being separated from God.
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Why does the Spirit have this kind of impact? In Genesis 1:2, Scripture reads,
“The earth was without form, and void; and darkness was on the face of the deep. And
the Spirit of God was hovering over the face of the waters.” The next verse explains why
the Spirit was just hovering: “Then God said, ‘Let there be light,’ and there was light.”
The Spirit was waiting for instructions from God; He is the action of God. So imagine the
effect on a mortal human when God gives him/her access to such power. Or worse,
imagine the effect when God takes it away.
Promise of the Holy Spirit
Remember, new covenant…better covenant; this includes the way God promises
to give His faithful, obedient, followers’ access to His Holy Spirit. In Romans 8:26, the
apostle Paul wrote, “Likewise the Spirit also helps in our weaknesses. For we do not
know how we should pray for as we ought, but the Spirit Himself makes intercession for
us with groanings which cannot be uttered.” “For Paul, the Spirit is not merely an
impersonal force or influence of power. The Spirit is none other than the fulfillment of
the promise that God Himself would once again be present with His people133.” Though
this is an intriguing and provocative offer, what happens if God takes His Spirit away
again?
John 14:16-17 shows Christ making a promise to His disciples, one which will
not be fulfilled until after He has left the world;
And I will pray the Father, and He will give you another Helper, that He may
abide with you forever--the Spirit of truth, whom the world cannot receive,
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because it neither sees Him nor knows Him; but you know Him; for He dwells
with and will be in you.
Here lies another one of those big-little words, which must not be ignored… “and will be
in you.” Christ declares that the Holy Spirit was currently dwelling with them, but as of
yet, had not been dwelling in them. Paul tells the Ephesian church that they “were sealed
with the Holy Spirit of promise, who is the guarantee of our inheritance.”134 Paul
incorporates the message of the Holy Spirit throughout all his messages; in Romans he
states, “Now hope does not disappoint, because the love of God has been poured out in
our hearts by the Holy Spirit who was given to us.”135
Evidence of the Holy Spirit
Here Scripture reveals two ways the Holy Spirit was given: externally and
internally. When viewing the indwelling of the Holy Spirit, Howard Winters stated in the
Work of the Holy Spirit, that “it means that the Holy Spirit dwells in the children of God
personally, literally, and actually.”136 When Jesus refers to the Holy Spirit as the “Helper”
in John 15:26, He is preparing them for an entirely new kind of relationship with the
Holy Spirit: one that would never be at risk of being taken away.
Consider again Peter’s message on the Day of Pentecost. Peter is going to make
one of those conditional comments in Acts 2:38, a message that includes the offer to
receive the indwelling of the Holy Spirit. It is important to note though, that this offer
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will in no way negate the previous way that the Holy Spirit has worked through spiritual
gifts. Peter says, “Repent, and let everyone one of you be baptized in the name of Jesus
Christ for the remission of sins; and you shall receive the gift of the Holy Spirit.” Here,
both the remission of sins and the gift, or indwelling of the Holy Spirit, are listed as
benefits for those who obey the call to baptism. Furthermore, there is another, though
subtle, point made concerning the fact that this “Gift” was different than the “gifts”
normally associated with the Holy Spirit; it lies in verse 43. “Then fear came upon every
soul, and many wonders and signs were done through the apostles…” If 3,000 souls137
were baptized that day, then why are only the apostles accounted with doing “wonders
and signs”? The answer: because only the apostles had received the “gifts” of the Holy
Spirit earlier that day;138 whereas, those baptized had all received a different kind of
gift…they had received the “Gift.”
What does that mean for the believer though; being filled with the Holy Spirit?
John records that,
This is He who came by water and blood--Jesus Christ; not only by water, but by
water and blood. And it is the Spirit who bears witness, because the Spirit is truth.
For there are three that bear witness in heaven: the Father, the Word, and the
Holy Spirit; and these three are one. And there are three that bear witness on
earth: the Spirit, the water, and the blood; and these three agree as one. If we
receive the witness of men, the witness of God is greater; for this is the witness of
God which He has testified of His Son.139
Millard Erickson taught, “At the baptism of Jesus (Matt. 3:16-17), all three
persons of the Trinity are present. The Son is baptized, the Spirit of God descends like a
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dove, and the Father speaks words of commendation of the Son140.” This was the
‘witness’ part of the Holy Spirit in regards to Christ; the Spirit’s presence supported
Christ’s authority. Therefore, when believers are baptized into Christ, they receive the
gift of the Holy Spirit dwelling inside of them; serving as a witness to their own
relationship to God. Notice the three elements of this witness testimony in Christ: “the
Spirit, the water, and the blood.” It is important to also notice one more thing in this text
though, “and these three agree as one.” There is only one teaching in the entire New
Testament that unites a concept of Spirit, water, and blood…baptism.
“The Spirit Himself bears witness with our spirit that we are children of God, and if
children, then heirs--heirs of God and joint heirs with Christ, if indeed we suffer with
Him, that we may also be glorified together.”
Romans 8:16-17
Entrance into the Kingdom of God
Understanding the Kingdom
The final benefit of baptism is actually, perhaps, the most difficult one to simply
state. On one hand, it is easy to write that the “kingdom of God = the Church,” but that
will not answer the eternal aspect of the question. On the other hand, it seems easier still
to write that the “Kingdom of Heaven = heaven,” but this will not answer the earthly
aspect. Instead, it seems prudent to present the Kingdom of Heaven as an element of
God’s plan for His people: one which is not limited to earthly limitations, and yet, does
not have to wait until the judgment to take effect. H. Spencer Lewis wrote in the Mystical
Life of Jesus, that “Regeneration by water, rebirth through Baptism, and awakening of the
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Divine Consciousness within through the Holy Spirit, was the Way to the new
kingdom.”141 This statement requires further explanation.
The Gospels do not seem to make this any easier of a discussion; for one reason,
Matthew seems to be the only one who refers to the “kingdom of God” as the “Kingdom
of Heaven;” in fact, he mentions it this way 33 times, while still referring to the
“Kingdom of God” 5 times. This imagery unites him with 64 other mentions of the
concept by other authors who reference “Kingdom of Heaven” in a like manner. For
simplicity sake, this discussion will recognize that the two usually hold the same
meaning.
“The evangelical world today divides doctrine into two camps, calling its own
doctrine ‘truth based’ and calling charismatic ‘experience based.’”142 For the cautionary
steps of this section, we are going to try to leave everything to Scripture, allowing it to
demonstrate the meaning implied. To begin, notice that Jesus used the term “kingdom of
God” in His conversation with Nicodemus. “To Nicodemus Jesus introduced the
necessity of a new birth in order to possess the rights and privileges of citizenship in the
kingdom of God (John 3:1-8).”143
Jesus answered and said to him, ‘Most assuredly, I say to you, unless one is born
again, he cannot see the kingdom of God.’ Nicodemus said to Him, ‘How can a
man be born when he is old? Can he enter a second time into his mother's womb
and be born?’ Jesus answered, ‘Most assuredly, I say to you, unless one is born of
water and the Spirit, he cannot enter the kingdom of God. That which is born of
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the flesh is flesh, and that which is born of the Spirit is spirit. Do not marvel that I
said to you, 'You must be born again.' The wind blows where it wishes, and you
hear the sound of it, but cannot tell where it comes from and where it goes. So is
everyone who is born of the Spirit.’
Here, Jesus establishes that not everyone automatically gains admittance into the
“Kingdom of Heaven”144: once again, there are conditions. Traveling to Europe recently,
it was realized that certain places offer special considerations for people holding a United
States passport; liberties that are not afforded to others. When Jesus tells Nicodemus that
there were certain requirements should he want the benefits afforded to God’s people, He
was instructing him on how to obtain the Christian Passport to the Kingdom.
“But seek first the kingdom of God and His righteousness, and all these
things shall be added to you.” (Matthew 6:33)
What was required? “Jesus answered and said to him, ‘Most assuredly, I say to
you, unless one is born again, he cannot see the kingdom of God145.’” Jesus makes
another stipulation in Matthew (one that should bring caution to those professing that one
only needs to “ask Jesus into their heart”); “Not everyone who says to Me, ‘Lord, Lord,’
shall enter the kingdom of heaven, but he who does the will of My Father in heaven146.”
Christianity was always established as a conditional relationship between God and
humanity; even though grace was free through the cross, the relationship still had
expectations:
•

“Unless righteousness exceeds the righteousness of the scribes and
Pharisees, you will by no means enter the kingdom of heaven (Matthew
5:20).”
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•
•
•
•

“He who has My commandments and keeps them, it is he who loves Me.
And he who loves Me will be loved by My Father, and I will love him and
manifest myself to him (John 14:21).”
“But in every nation whoever fears Him and works righteousness is
accepted by Him (Acts 10:35).”
“But Peter and the other apostles answered and said: ‘We ought to obey
God rather than men (Acts 5:29).’”
“Now by this we know that we know Him, if we keep His
commandments. He who says, ‘I know Him,’ and does not keep His
commandments, is a liar, and the truth is not in him. But whoever keeps
His word, truly the love of God is perfected in him. By this we know that
we are in Him (1 John 2:3-5).”

Earthly or Heavenly?
So then, what is the kingdom of God? Is it Earthly or Heavenly? This is the
question His disciples struggled to grasp with when they asked Him, “Who then is the
greatest in the kingdom147?” Imagine their further confusion when He replied by saying,
“Therefore whoever humbles himself as this little child is the greatest in the kingdom of
heaven148.” The apostles…yes…even the apostles were looking for an earthly king to
change everything, a powerful and mighty king, and yet here He tells them to be like
children rather than warriors.
Christ will continually seek to define what qualities are required, or at least
expected in the kingdom of God, by saying…the kingdom of heaven is like…
•
•
•
•
•

A man who sowed good seed in his field (Matthew 13:24)
A mustard seed (Matthew 13:31)
Leaven, which a woman took and hid in 3 measures of meal till it was all
leavened (Matthew 13:33)
Treasure hidden in a field (Matthew 13:44)
A merchant seeking beautiful pearls (Matthew 13:45)
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A dragnet that was cast into the sea (Matthew 13:47)
A householder who brings out of his treasure things new and old
(Matthew 13:52)
A certain king who wanted to settle accounts with his servants (Matthew
18:23)
A landowner who went out early in the morning to hire laborers for his
vineyard (Matthew 20:1)
A certain king who arranged a marriage for his son (Matthew 22:2)
(likened to) 10 virgins who took their lamps and went out to meet the
bridegroom (Matthew 25:1)
A man traveling to a far country (Matthew 25:14)

Or things like:
• Let the little children come to Me…for such is the kingdom of heaven
(Matthew 19:14)
• It is hard for a rich man to enter the kingdom of heaven (Matthew 19:2324)
• Woe to you scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites! For you shut up the
kingdom of heaven against men
Though all of these may help to identify what God expects from those in the kingdom, or
those desiring to enter the kingdom, in order to better understand the role of baptism here,
one must better understand what the “kingdom” represents.
Scripture gives two images regarding the kingdom of heaven: one image is
heavenly…the home that Christians long to inherit: “In My Father’s house are many
mansions; if it were not so, I would have told you. I go to prepare a place for you149.”
The second image is an earthly kingdom. Though this kingdom is grounded in spiritual
things rather than fleshly things, this will become the Church150. “Hebrews 12:4-24
describes the obstacle of God’s people as they struggle with the Kingdom, noting that
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they experience the discipline of suffering within the world, but also the joy of fellowship
with God and his people in the heavenly City151.”
Flesh versus Spirit
Here would lay the challenge of “kingdom” theology within the hearts of the
believers; how does the church separate the two--flesh and spirit? Paul discussed the
challenge of Christians who tried to separate themselves from the sinful people of the
world: “I wrote to you in my epistle not to keep company with sexually immoral people.
Yet I certainly did not mean with the sexually immoral people of this world, or with the
covetous, or extortioners, or idolaters, since then you would need to go out of the
world152.” Paul understood that it was impossible to not interact with people in the world;
after all, imagine having to interrogate everyone encountered throughout the day as to
their spiritual beliefs before interacting fully? “I’m sorry, before I purchase this
cheeseburger and milkshake, could you tell me if you have Jesus as Lord and Savior?”
How many resources would be out of reach as a result?
Paul also taught Christians, by saying, “Do not be conformed to this world, but be
transformed by the renewing of your mind that you may prove what is that good and
acceptable and perfect will of God153.” It was the understanding that there was a
difference between children of the kingdom and those who lived in the world. Jesus
taught through His kingdom theology, that “the field is the world, the good seeds are the
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sons of the kingdom, but the tares are the sons of the wicked one.”154 Jesus sent out His
disciples to plant the seeds of the Kingdom throughout an unbelieving world. He warned
them though that, “this is the condemnation, that the light has come into the world, and
men love darkness rather than light, because their deeds were evil.”155 The proverbial
battle of good versus evil had truly begun: an earthly battle between the kingdom of flesh
and the kingdom of heaven.
Paul uses Romans 8 as a means of emphasis for understanding that baptism
served as the method by which the believer had been transformed from a person who
used to live in a manner that only cared for their fleshly existence, into a person who now
focuses on the spiritual.
“There is therefore now no condemnation to those who are in Christ Jesus, who
do not walk according to the flesh, but according to the Spirit.” (vs. 1)
“For those who live according to the flesh set their minds on the things of the
flesh, but those who live according to the Spirit, the things of the Spirit; for to be
carnally minded is death, but to be spiritually minded is life and peace. Because
the carnal mind is enmity against God; for it is not subject to the law of God, nor
indeed can be. So then, those who are in the flesh cannot please God. But you are
not in the flesh but in the Spirit, if indeed the Spirit of God dwells in you. Now if
anyone does not have the Spirit of Christ, he is not His. And if Christ is in you, the
body is dead because of sin, but the Spirit is life because of righteousness.”
(Vs 5-10)
“Therefore, brethren, we are debtors--not to the flesh, to live according to the
flesh. For if you live according to the flesh you will die; but if by the Spirit you put
to death the deeds of the body, you will live. For as many as are led by the Spirit
of God, these are sons of God.”
(Vs. 12-14)
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Those in the kingdom/church, declaring to be sons of God, have changed the entire
understanding of what is important in their life156.
Paul is going to continue clarification to the Corinthian church when he states,
So also is the resurrection of the dead. The body is sown in corruption, it is raised
in incorruption. It is sown in dishonor, it is raised in glory. It is sown in
weakness, it is raised in power. It is sown a natural body, it is raised a spiritual
body. There is a natural body, and there is a spiritual body. And so it is written,
"The first man Adam became a living being." The last Adam became a life-giving
spirit. However, the spiritual is not first, but the natural, and afterward the
spiritual.157
So, what does this actually mean? Charles Stanley wrote,
There should be something different in the way we do business. There should be a
clear distinction in the way we raise our children. Christian marriages should be
testimonies of the love of Jesus. Those who are on the outside should be
enamored by the unity and love they see among believers.158
To an even greater extent, Jesus taught, “You are the light of the world…let your
light so shine before men, that they may see your good works and glorify your Father in
heaven159.” The kingdom is the face of Christianity, reflecting the true nature of what God
seeks from His people to a lost and wicked world.
The Body of Christ
“Our lives are radically different now because we have met Jesus Christ?
Christianity is not all for the hereafter. It has real benefits for us now as we participate in
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God’s mystery body, the church.”160 What does it mean to be the church? Today there are
so many discussions regarding whether or not we are supposed to “go to church,” or
whether or not church buildings are biblical; all the while, the real question should keep
being asked, “What does it mean to be the church?” In the concept of Christ and baptism,
it does not seem strange at all that reference to “the body” has become such an intimate
part of the understanding we have to the kingdom. Christ body was hung on the cross;
His body was pierced; He created the image of His body as the sacraments of baptism,
and it is His resurrected body that created hope and a reason for rejoicing for those who
obey His gospel. Paul makes his own transition of thought as he states in Romans 7:4,
“you also have become dead to the law through the body of Christ...,” which then moves
to Romans 12:5 in which he states, “So we, being many, are one body in Christ, and
individually members of one another,” and then finally concluded in 1 Corinthians
12:27, “Now you are the body of Christ…” Paul’s instruction regarding the “body of
Christ,” will become a major theme throughout his writings.
As Paul continues his lesson in Corinthians, he states next, “And God has
appointed these in the church…”161 The transfer from being seen as the “body of Christ”
to the “church,” is instant and fluid. “Neither did Jesus present the Kingdom of God as
some distant future kingdom to be established at the end of time. When Jesus said, ‘the
Kingdom of God has drawn near,’ he was pointing to God’s saving action in His present
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age.”162 John and Jesus both sought to prepare the way for God’s people to have a home;
John told people to look for Jesus; Jesus told people to look for the church. Matthew
16:18 records Jesus saying to Peter, “On this rock I will be build My church, and the
gates of Hades shall not prevail against it.” What rock? Peter had just answered the
question posited by Christ, “Who do you say that I am?”163 The rock was NOT Peter, but
rather the testimony he gave: “You are the Christ, the Son of the Living God.”164
Here are the ramifications of declaring that baptism gains entrance into the
kingdom of God: first, as mentioned previously, this does not mean someone is added to
the group of people nominally referred to as the church; this means that they are added to
the body of Christ…the kingdom of God on earth that will later progress to the true
Heavenly prize. Why the clarification? We should recognize that “we are changed not by
entering a new social situation or observing new practices, but only through God’s
supernatural action.”165 When it is taught that baptism is a method of membership into the
local “church,” it removes the power of God to transform and places that power in the
body of people. Christians are not empowered with the ability to “make Christians”; they
are only empowered with the ability to obey the gospel command to be baptized. When
Christ used the words, “My church” with Peter, He was not just claiming ownership of
the Kingdom being formed; He was establishing that He was the One who was making
the way possible. Remember John 14:6; “I am the way, the truth, and the life. No one
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comes to the Father except through Me.” This clarification means that no matter how
much we try, no entity has the power to add to Christ’s church; only He can do that.
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SECTION 3:
CONFLICTING TEACHINGS TO BAPTISM
But What About…
The phrase “Proposed Solutions” was the original heading for this section;
however, it did not really hold the impact necessary for this discussion. Instead,
Conflicting Teachings to Baptism seemed to better exemplify the problem at hand; if not
baptism, then what? However, for the sake of this section, the primary discussion will be
to answer the main “But what about…” that arises when discussing baptism. It is
important to understand that though evangelical churches have not altogether abandoned
the practice of baptism, they have had their reasons for lessoning the impact that baptism
should have on the believer, and thus, as a result, softened, and in some cases, removed
the importance of baptism.
But what about Romans 10:9?
Perhaps one of the most famous arguments against baptism today is Romans
10:9, single-handedly becoming the slogan of non-passionate baptizing evangelicals
throughout the church. It reads, “…that if you confess with your mouth the Lord Jesus
and believe in your heart that God has raised Him from the dead, you will be saved.”
Dub McClish warned in his Studies in 1 Corinthians that “any interpretation one might
place upon a passage which would cause it to contradict other passages is a false
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interpretation.”166 This warning should be heeded when referencing one or two partial
verses in an attempt to disprove many others, some of which include Christ’s own
commands for baptism. So if there is a chance that Romans 10:9 does not disprove the
need for baptism, then what does it mean?
Perhaps this illustration will help:
While going through some old boxes of my wife’s grandmother, I found a stack
of postcards, correspondence held between two of her grandmother’s cousins. The
postcards carried on from the time they were little girls all the way until they were
both wives and mothers of their own families. Each letter shared fantastic details
of their lives for each other to share in--a means of staying connected even though
life had separated them.
This is an example of a beautiful little practice that has been lost as a result of the
technological age…letter writing. Remember the days of letter writing? If you are a
millennial, you might be wondering what a “letter” is; after all, we live according to
emails and text messages today. It was a time when a person would take a long time to
write out a message by hand, find a nice envelope, maybe even pay for a specialty stamp,
and then actually have to mail it out. The process could take a few days…or even a week
before they received it, followed of course by either a phone call or a similar letter in
return. It was a quaint and personal means of interaction between two people. Prior to the
postal service, the process could take even longer, passing weeks or even months before
the other party could receive it.
So what is the point of this letter illustration? Paul wrote a “letter” “to all who are
in Rome, beloved of God, called to be saints….”167 Notice that the letter was not
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addressed to everyone in Rome, just those “called to be saints.” Paul is not cryptic
though; later in his letter, he actually identifies who these ‘saints’ are; in fact, in the
description, which is found in Romans 6:3-4, he includes himself in the description:
Or do you not know that as many of us as were baptized into Christ Jesus were
baptized into His death? Therefore we were buried with Him through baptism into
death, that just as Christ was raised from the dead by the glory of the Father, even
so we also should walk in newness of life.
Notice that Paul establishes in his letter, long before he reaches this partial statement in
Romans 10:9 that he is speaking to the baptized believers of Rome. For this reason, there
is no reason to tell those believers to be baptized later in the letter because they have
already taken care of that process. However, what is important to note here is that Paul
obviously wants them to realize that their baptism does not maintain their relationship
with Christ, but rather, it still requires their continued belief and confession in Him as
Lord and Savior.
In no way does Romans 10:9 negate the command to be baptized; to the contrary,
the message reinforces all throughout Romans 10 that one needs to believe in the
message of Christ. Notice how the next verse reads, “For with the heart one believes unto
righteousness, and with the mouth confession is made unto salvation. (10:10)” Two
passages have already been discussed that explain this passage better: first, Christ told
John at His Own baptism, “Permit it to be so now, for thus it is fitting for us to fulfill all
righteousness168.” Notice here that belief was not what fulfilled righteousness; it was
obedience through baptism. Second, in the story of Philip and the Ethiopian Eunuch, we
see Philip challenge the Eunuch with one question when asked what “hinders me from
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being baptized169”; Philip said, “If you believe with all your heart, you may170.” The
Eunuch made his confession immediately before his baptism by saying, “I believe that
Jesus Christ is the Son of God171.” What greater example is there than to show how
beautifully Paul uses Roman10:9 to pull together the fundamentals of belief combined
with confession and obedience all through the life-giving act of baptism.
But What about Grace?
Tied to the argument of Romans 10:9 is the teaching that we must only believe
that Jesus is Lord in order to have a relationship with Him, but is this true? “The public
preaching of repentance and free grace, new institutions arising to perpetuate that
message, hymns expounding its effects, and experiences like those of Abigail Hutchinson
and John Wesley constituted the origins of the evangelical movement172.” Charles
Spurgeon wrote,
Because God is gracious, therefore sinful men are forgiven, converted, purified,
and saved. It is not because of anything in them, or that ever can be in them, that
they are saved; but because of the boundless love, goodness, pity, compassion,
mercy, and grace of God. Tarry a moment, then, at the well-head. Behold the
pure river of water of life, as it proceeds out of the throne of God and of the
Lamb!173
Paul the apostle wrote,
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Therefore it is of faith that it might be according to grace, so that the promise
might be sure to all the seed, not only to those who are of the law, but also to
those who are of the faith of Abraham, who is the father of us all (as it is written,
"I have made you a father of many nations") in the presence of Him whom he
believed--God, who gives life to the dead and calls those things which do not
exist as though they did…174
The Hebrew writer explains Paul’s illustration by writing,
By faith Abraham obeyed when he was called to go out to the place which he
would receive as an inheritance. And he went out, not knowing where he was
going. By faith he dwelt in the land of promise as in a foreign country, dwelling in
tents with Isaac and Jacob, the heirs with him of the same promise…175
It is important to notice the equation that is described in Scripture, in order for the
believer to understand the importance of what is actually going on; the grace of God,
when joined with the faithful obedience of the believer, equals the eternal promise of
salvation. Paul continued his teaching by writing,
Therefore, having been justified by faith, we have peace with God through our
Lord Jesus Christ, through whom also we have access by faith into this grace in
which we stand, and rejoice in hope of the glory of God.176
James explains that faith is, as I like to call it, an action word.
“

What does it profit, my brethren, if someone says he has faith but does not have
works? Can faith save him?” James 2:14
“Thus also faith by itself, if it does not have works, is dead. But someone will say,
"You have faith, and I have works." Show me your faith without your works, and
I will show you my faith by my works.” James 2:17-18
Of course this still brings up that one Scripture that seems to argue the issues of faith and
works:
For by grace you have been saved through faith, and that not of yourselves; it is
the gift of God, not of works, lest anyone should boast; for we are His
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workmanship, created in Christ Jesus for good works, which God prepared
beforehand that we should walk in them. Ephesians 2:8-10
There is it: “By grace you have been saved…not of works”—the argument that denies the
need for obedience and has aggressively sought to deny the necessity of baptism because
of these few words.
“Grace is a mystery and its own master: The institutional and sacramental acts of
the Church do not ‘automatically’ classify people as saved or not saved by any ‘effect’
they have.”177 Though some would probably argue this statement, as to whether this is an
adequate description of grace; the purpose I have used it here is because it may be
adequate in understanding how God disperses grace. However, what is not unclear is
what is required to obtain it; faith and obedience. “After Jesus’ baptism, God
demonstrated His approval with both visible and an audible commendation.”178 Jesus’
own baptism described by His own words, as “fitting for us to fulfill all righteousness.”179
How do we describe an act that Christ, the Holy Spirit, and God Himself all seemed to
endorse as unnecessary or optional?
However, Ephesians 2:8-10 still says, “not of works.” Is that actually what it
says, or are we reading it wrong? Remember the lesson on those BIG little words like
“if”? Well, the word Paul used in Ephesians was “lest.” According to the Dictionary.com
website, the word ‘lest’ is described as “for fear that; so that (one) should not (used
negatively to introduce a clause expressive of an action or occurrence requiring caution.”
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The statement regarding works in Ephesians does not say that works are not included; it
just states that there is no amount of works we can do that can earn us the grace that has
been given through Christ.
“A transformation must take place within the person in order to become a disciple
and to continue becoming a follower of Christ. This transformation comes through
regeneration and grows as one learns about the character of the Lord we follow.”180 God
did not want us bragging against one another regarding our wonderful acts of holiness,
something Paul actually still has to encounter in his preaching,181 but rather striving to
follow the example set by Christ in His own ministry. “The necessity of faith in the
baptismal act is brought out in Colossians 2:12, ‘You were buried with Him in baptism,
in which you were also raised with Him through faith in the working of God, who raised
you from the dead.’ Without the exercise of faith, then, there would be no validity in the
baptismal act.”182
Where is boasting then? It is absent, for it was not the believer who sacrificed
their life, but rather, it was Christ who was crucified. Imagine a Sunday morning where a
stranger walks to the front of the church building and places a giant silver platter, loaded
down with $10,000,000 in cold hard cash, down upon the Lord’s Supper table. Standing
before the congregation he makes the following offer: Here is $10,000,000…come and
take it. At the point of the offer, the $10,000,000 is available for the taking; all you have
to do is stand up out of the pew…walk down the aisle…and take it. When Jesus died on
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the cross, He offered grace to the world183, but not everyone will take it. If you leave that
money setting on the table, you are absolutely no richer than you were before that person
walked through the door. When Jesus tells His disciples to go into the entire world and
preach the good news…baptizing everyone184, the good news is the fact that grace has
been available to everyone, and baptism is the method of accepting it.
Hebrews 10:22-23 connected “confession” to a person’s baptism, when their
“hearts [were] sprinkled clean from an evil conscience and [their] bodies washed with
pure water185. An offer of grace from Christ, united with belief and faith in the heart of the
believer, leading to their obedience through baptism, and salvation is received. “That
there must be a condition on man’s part is as reasonable as it is Scriptural. If salvation
were unconditional, it would be possessed by those who do not want it and who are
wholly unfit for it186.” Returning to James lesson on this topic, he reminds the “believers”
that “You believe that there is One God. You do well. Even demons believe -- and
tremble. But do you want to know, O foolish man, that faith without works is dead?187” If
our belief was enough, then demons, atheists, agnostics, Muslims, Hindus, and even
pagans worshipping Satan himself would have salvation, but this is not the case.
Obedience has always been required by God, and according to Jesus, always will:
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“For the Son of Man will come in the glory of His Father with His angels, and
then He will reward each according to his works.”
Matthew 16:27
“No responsible teacher ever taught ‘baptismal regeneration,’ that there was something
magic in the act itself. God saves us by grace through our faith in Jesus Christ. But it is in
the act of submission to Christ’s command to be baptized that God gives us His grace and
salvation.”188
But What About the Thief on the Cross?
How does the premise of the previous section address the seemingly HUGE
contradiction…’the thief on the cross’?
The thief on the cross, however, is a crucial exception. His conversion drives
dogmatists crazy. It is no accident that the first one to accept the invitation of
crucified Christ has no creed, confirmation, christening, or catechism…Here is a
man who never went to church, never gave an offering, never was baptized, and
said only one prayer; but that prayer was enough.189
Lucado suggest this proves that Christ gave him a ticket to heaven on the cross…no
baptism required; but is that really what happened with the thief on the cross? When Saul,
aka the future Paul the apostle, was converted to Christianity as a result of his “simple
baptism190,” then why do so many believe that the thief on the cross received salvation
without it? In order to answer this question, there are two other questions that must be
answered first:
1. When was the conversation held between Christ and the thief?
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2. What exactly did Christ offer him?
Let’s look at the story found in Luke 23:39-43:
Then one of the criminals who were hanged blasphemed Him, saying, "If You are
the Christ, save Yourself and us." But the other, answering, rebuked him, saying,
"Do you not even fear God, seeing you are under the same condemnation? And
we indeed justly, for we receive the due reward of our deeds; but this Man has
done nothing wrong." Then he said to Jesus, "Lord, remember me when You
come into Your kingdom." And Jesus said to him, "Assuredly, I say to you, today
you will be with Me in Paradise."
When was the conversation held between him and Christ? This is actually the
simplest part of this discussion to deal with, mainly because it deals with time: Jesus is in
the process of being crucified. When John the Baptist states that the “kingdom of
Heaven191” is at hand, it does not imply something that is current, nor does it express
something that has already happened; it simply means, “Coming soon.” In this reference,
John did not start the New Testament church at the time of his preaching, nor did Christ
start the church at the point of His baptism, but rather, Christ does not start the New
Testament church until His resurrection. As we have viewed Paul’s teachings concerning
baptism in Romans 6, we remember that he ties baptism to Christ’ death, burial and
resurrection, none of which had taken place at the point of the promise made to the thief
on the cross. Therefore, the thief still fell under the old rules, and as a result, baptism was
not yet beneficial for him. This is the same reason for John’s converts being rebaptized in
Acts 19; his baptism had been replaced by the new baptism, which included the Holy
Spirit and was grounded in the death, burial and resurrection of Christ.
The second question addresses the question, “What exactly did Christ offer him?
“Today you will be with Me in Paradise.” Notice here, Christ did NOT say that the thief
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would be joining Him in Heaven. Scripture in fact, shows that Christ does not ascend into
Heaven until the third day after the crucifixion:
John 20:1 (NKJV)
Now on the first day of the week Mary Magdalene went to the tomb early, while it was
still dark, and saw that the stone had been taken away from the tomb.
John 20:17 (NKJV)
Jesus said to her, "Do not cling to Me, for I have not yet ascended to My Father; but go
to My brethren and say to them, 'I am ascending to My Father and your Father, and to My
God and your God.' "
So if Jesus had not ascended into Heaven, where did Jesus take the thief when He said he
would be with Him in Paradise…today? Paul warned that we “shall all stand before the
judgment seat of Christ192.” John wrote, “Love has been perfected among us in this: that
we MAY have boldness in the Day of Judgment; because as He is, so are we in this
world193.” In fact, every implication in the New Testament seems to point to the fact that
we are all waiting for Judgment Day, and therefore, even the thief on the cross did not get
to overstep this.
So what was he promised then? Perhaps this question will be better answered by a
story Jesus taught concerning the rich man and Lazarus. In Luke 16:19-31, Christ eludes
to waiting places for the soul; one is Hades and the other is “Abraham’s bosom.” “In the
case of Lazarus, the reserved place is special because it is beside Abraham, the father of
all the righteous. The phrase may be synonymous to the paradise promised to the thief on
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the cross194.” Paradise and Hades seem to be waiting places for the judgment. If this is
indeed the case, then all Christ has offered the thief is a peaceful place to wait for the
judgment, thus holding to the fact that he too must await the judgment.
For the Lord Himself will descend from heaven with a shout, with the voice of an
archangel, and with the trumpet of God. And the dead in Christ will rise first.
Then we who are alive and remain shall be caught up together with them in the
clouds to meet the Lord in the air. And thus we shall always be with the Lord.
1 Thessalonians 4:16-17
Even though Hebrews 9:27-28 reads, “And as it is appointed for men to die once, but
after this the judgment, so Christ was offered once to bear the sins of many. To those who
eagerly wait for Him He will appear a second time, apart from sin, for salvation;” it does
not negate that we must await the second coming of Christ before that Heavenly prize is
actually obtained. Death is not the signal for the prize, but rather, “at His appearing195”.
For this reason, the understanding should be that Christ offered the thief a
reprieve from the torment that awaited the wicked that were sent to Hades: those awaiting
their own judgment. Christ did not give admittance into Heaven because nothing in
Scripture seems to demonstrate that anyone has actually been granted that reward yet.
However, this does not negate any grace that Christ presented to the thief; it merely
points out that the thief is still awaiting the judgment like everyone else.
As to baptism, those under the old covenant did not require baptism. It is not until
Christ establishes His new covenant, which would have its foundation poured upon
Christ’ death, burial, and resurrection, thus demonstrating that baptism would become
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that element of inclusion. For this reason, what Christ promised to the thief is immaterial
to the command for baptism under the new covenant196.
But What About Asking Jesus into Your Heart?
Charles H. Roberson wrote, “It is well for men to ponder this idea: Since the first
declaration by God that Jesus is His Son was on the occasion of His being baptized,
should not men be very careful and hesitant to assume a recognition of God as His sons
before they submit to baptism?”197 With this warning in places, there is the realization that
evangelicals are potentially preaching exactly the opposite of what Roberson warned:
relationship to God without baptism. “One such term or expression is "Ask Jesus into
your heart". The same expression is sometimes phrased, "Ask Jesus into your life", or
"Invite Jesus into your heart". Nowhere does one find anything like this in the Bible198.”
So where does it come from then? One reference that is used is Acts 16:31, which reads,
“Believe on the Lord Jesus Christ, and you will be saved, you and your household199.”
Rubel Shelley and John O. York asked this question:
For some, salvation is an event marked by what is commonly called ‘the sinner’s
prayer.’ For others, the critical moment at which one is saved is marked by the
waters of baptism. For still others, the defining occurrence is a life-transforming
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experience of the Holy Spirit. Which is it? Have you ever seen a multiple-choice
question on an exam with the option: ‘All of the above’?”200
Is it possible that the stipulation to “Ask Jesus into your heart,” is not wrong, but it may
just be incomplete. David Lipscomb described baptism by stating, “It is true that it tests
our willingness to conform to the will of God201.” Homer Hailey wrote, “these born of
‘the will of God’ are these born ‘of water and the Spirit,’ who thereby become the
children of God202.’” It is not a false statement that one must ask Jesus into their heart;
however, it should be understood that in so doing, the believer has agreed to the path of
obedience, a path that begins with baptism.
The Moody Handbook of Theology by Paul Enns states that the stories of
conversion throughout the book of Acts (Acts 2:38, 2:41, 8:12, 8:38, 9:18, 10:48, 16:1415, 16:32-33, & 18:8), “indicate that baptism follows belief; repentance and faith precede
the ordinance of baptism.”203 For anyone to place an importance on the act of baptism it
does not negate nor minimize the importance of belief in the heart of the believer;
however, it does indicate that both are necessary as a means of connecting one to Christ.
“This is probably the primary reason why several Christian writers at the time described
baptism as similar to the Roman ritual for military recruits, the sacramentum. They made
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a clear correlation with the soldier’s pledge and the brand received204.” Belief is the
pledge made; baptism is the brand received.
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SECTION 4:
THE SOLUTION
Warning Scriptures…
•
•

•

•

Acts 16:31 “So they said, ‘Believe on the Lord Jesus Christ, and you will
be saved, you and your household.’"
1 Timothy 6:3-5 “If anyone teaches otherwise and does not consent to
wholesome words, even the words of our Lord Jesus Christ, and to the
doctrine which accords with godliness, he is proud, knowing nothing, but
is obsessed with disputes and arguments over words, from which come
envy, strife, reviling, evil suspicions, useless wranglings of men of corrupt
minds and destitute of the truth, who suppose that godliness is a means of
gain. From such withdraw yourself.”
Matthew 7:21-23 "Not everyone who says to Me, 'Lord, Lord,' shall enter
the kingdom of heaven, but he who does the will of My Father in heaven.
Many will say to Me in that day, 'Lord, Lord, have we not prophesied in
Your name, cast out demons in Your name, and done many wonders in
Your name?' And then I will declare to them, 'I never knew you; depart
from Me, you who practice lawlessness!'”
John 12:47-49 “And if anyone hears My words and does not believe, I do
not judge him; for I did not come to judge the world but to save the world.
He who rejects Me, and does not receive My words, has that which judges
him--the word that I have spoken will judge him in the last day. For I have
not spoken on My own authority; but the Father who sent Me gave Me a
command, what I should say and what I should speak.”

Robert E. Quinn wrote in Deep Change, “Many people spend their lives
completing meaningless tasks--not because of some bad person, but because the system is
no longer functioning in a productive manner205.” It is one thing to consider the fact that a
company could run into problems when such a thing happens, but what is the result when
it happens to the Lord’s Church? Jesus taught, “And even now the ax is laid to the root of
the trees. Therefore every tree that does not bear good fruit is cut down and thrown in the
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fire206.” When Jesus Christ teaches something as a command, at what point does the
church get to decide that it is optional? Instead, perhaps it is time for those professing to
hold Christ as Lord, return to Scripture to find true understanding and wisdom.
A vendor from the booth next to the church booth at the county fair finally
approached the booth on the last day of the fair; this was the brief encounter that
took place:
Vendor: “I have heard you teaching baptism all week.”
My response: “Absolutely. Do you have any questions?”
Vendor: “All I know is what Romans 10:9 says.”
My response: “That’s fantastic; then you must also know what Romans chapter 6
says.
Woman: “Nope!” (She walks away)
W.A. Criswell stated in his book, Why I preach that the Bible is Literally True
that “Jesus believed and taught the infallibility of Scripture. He regarded it as divine
authority and as the final court of appeal concerning all questions207.” This means that the
Bible is truly the believer’s answer to all things divine and spiritual. There is a catch to
that statement though; we have to take the time to learn what the Bible actually states are
necessary. For this reason, with the issue of baptism, an act that clearly has its foundation
and importance spread all throughout Scripture, arises, it is necessary to regain, through
Scripture, its true meaning and importance. No longer should cherry picking and
preference be allowed to interpret Scripture.
The purpose of this research has not just been to bring light back to the topic of
baptism; to the contrary, it was also intended to show that many who profess to be
Evangelicals, have allowed themselves to abandon the true teaching of baptism; a
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practice that has long been part of their Christian heritage. “The instruction in the Bible is
exactly what it claims to be. It is breathed of God208.” This research is a call for
Evangelicals to return to the doctrine that they once preached passionately from their
pulpits. It is a call to revive the fire of true doctrine that use to be their passion and to
remove the fear that comes from teaching Christ taught through word and example.
While some may embrace the fact that “one of the most striking features of
biblical studies today is its vast diversity209;” it is clearly evident that God’s people are
intended to be united as one body, working together toward one ultimate goal. The topic
of baptism is no different. Here is the encouragement of the lesson: Together, it is time
for those that profess to love the Lord to unite behind the banner of truth. This is the
return to Paul’s commission to Timothy; “be diligent to present yourself approved to
God, a worker who does not need to be ashamed, rightly dividing the word of truth210.”
“But you are a chosen generation, a royal priesthood, a holy nation, His own
special people, that you may proclaim the praises of Him who called you out of
darkness into His marvelous light; who once were not a people but are now the
people of God, who had not obtained mercy but now have obtained mercy.”
1 Peter 2:9-10
The mercy Christ demonstrated on the cross…His willingness to shed His blood
as the ransom for so many…paved the way for sinners to find their path to God. Baptism
became that first step to becoming part of that royal priesthood. The benefits of baptism
throughout Scripture are not just beautiful…they are unifying: “For if we have been
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united together in the likeness of His death, certainly we also shall be in the likeness of
His resurrection.”211 To understand baptism and its benefits, it is time to once again study
the beauty that is baptism; which can only be found in Scripture. Only through the Bible
do Christians learn how Baptism…
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Unites believers to Christ through His death, burial and resurrection
Brings believers into a New Covenant with God
Brings them forgiveness of their sins
Fills them with the Holy Spirit
Adds them to the kingdom of God, making them future heirs of
heaven.

Vincent J. Miller, in his book Consuming Religion, warned that “the relationship
between religious meanings and the practices of the believing community is complex.
Religious traditions are constituted by myriad beliefs, symbols, and rituals212.” Philip
Patterson provided his own warning in Living Stones; “The lesson of Jonah teaches us
that when we want to go in a direction away from God, Satan provides a boat. But the
lesson of Jonah also teaches us that God, in His goodness and mercy, will also supply the
storm and the way of escape that brings us back to Him213.” The church is weathering a
storm right now; that storm is doctrinal integrity. It is time to go back to the Bible and see
what it truly requires of those who desire to be called children of God.
Ultimately, the belief that like-minded Christians may not be united on every
belief they hold is not just normal, it should be expected. Scripture discusses those on

211

Romans 6:5.

212
Vincent J. Miller, Consuming Religion: Christian Faith and Practice in a Consumer Religion
(New York: Continuum International Publishing Group Inc., 2005), 21.
213

Philip Patterson, Living Stones: Bedrock Truths for Quicksand Times (Nashville: World
Publishing, 2005), 41.
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meat as compared to those still on milk as opportunities for growth214. For this reason, it
is not an insult or criticism to any church to hear that something may have been lost
through time, translation, or even just emphasis. Though this research shows some
divisions in thought over the topic of baptism, it should not pit churches of Christ against
other Evangelical churches, but rather, it should be used as an opportunity for study and
growth among all of those professing to be God’s people. This should not be read as a cry
for supremacy or superiority; it should be read as an encouragement for growth and
wisdom from God’s Holy Word.

214

1 Corinthians 3:2; Hebrews 5:12.
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SECTION 5:
ARTIFACT DESCRIPTION
The purpose of my artifact is to take the message of baptism beyond a research
paper. My belief is that baptism is one of the major uniting features of Christianity, and
as a result, it should not be ignored. My second desire concerning my artifact is to make
the lessons regarding the Five Major Benefits of Water Baptism available to all free of
charge. For this reason, my artifact will consist of a workbook designed as a PDF file
which can easily download from my church website and printed off as needed. The
substance of the workbook will be a product of Scripture-Only teaching on the 5 elements
of baptism, and therefore restricted by no copyright infringement. All photos in the
workbook are taken from my own missionary journeys, and are in no risk of copy
restrictions by churches that choose to download the software.
The artifact itself is comprised as a workbook dealing first with the five major
benefits of baptism. Each chapter section is concluded with one page of simple question
taken directly from the scriptures of that section. Following the five major chapters, there
is one more chapter that will address the “But what about…” questions that come up in
discussions surrounding the topic of baptism. These too will be supported solely and
exclusively by Scripture with the same question and answer pages to follow.
One later feature that is to follow is the inclusion of a potential video series
produced by my congregation and published on YouTube as an extra teaching source that
again can be accessed free of charge. It will also provide for those still seeking, answers
to more questions that may arise throughout their personal study.
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Warning Scriptures…
The primary artifact for this study on Baptism consists of a 44-page workbook
designed for a deeper study, either for an individual or class, regarding the topic of
baptism. It is designed to be both affordable and simple to reproduce.
Audience: Two Primary Audience Types:
•
•

Future Converts to Christianity
Past Converts seeking to study Baptism further

Scope and Content: The primary scope is produced as a pdf file, which can be
downloaded from Facebook, LinkedIn, and the Garden Valley Church of Christ webpage.
Its content is already structured in a colored booklet formation; based upon WORD
formatting. One further future goal of the Baptism workbook will be to incorporate it into
the future bible-video series planned by the Garden Valley church of Christ. It is to be
one of many other study aids that will become available as a free download for churches
and individuals to use in their personal studies.
Budget: Potentially, the only cost that should accompany this product is the actual
printing and labor cost spent by the church or individual using the resource. The product
itself will be set as a free downloadable pdf file. Based upon basic color printing
production through a church copier, the estimated cost per book should be around $1.50.
Promotion: At present - Two Primary Promotion Methods
•
•

Local church distribution through local congregation(s)
Internet distribution via Facebook, LinkedIn, and church
website, as well as assistance through congregation members to
share through their own means

A Workbook for Studying What the Bible
Teaches about Baptism

Questions and Notes
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
Other Scriptures to Study
Acts 2:1-21
Acts 2:38
Acts 5:32 (who obey Him)
Acts 8:20
Acts 9:17-18
1 Corinthians 12:1-11
1 Corinthians 14
Hebrews 2:4

BUT WHAT ABOUT...SPIRITUAL GIFTS?
One other obstacle which arises when studying baptism is the
passing on of spiritual gifts. Though the Holy Spirit is explained
previous to this, the topic of spiritual gifts should still be discussed.
The question asked is, “How do you explain those who have
spiritual gifts given to them even without baptism?” This is a great
question, because after all, would God actually give gifts to those
who are not yet His?
The answer is...well...YES! Remember the lesson on King Saul; he
was given the Holy Spirit because he was made king, but then lost it
because of his sinfulness. God uses His Holy Spirit to push HIS will
in the world. Jesus reminded His disciples in Matthew 5:45 that God
“makes the sun rise on the evil and on the good, and sends rain on
the just and on the unjust.”
For this reason, Scripture demonstrates times when the Holy Spirit is
used as a tool...remember...the action of God. This is when the “gifts
of the Holy Spirit” can be identified in Scripture; the real challenge
is to see what He is trying to accomplish when He gives them. Take
for instance the Scripture that creates the confusion on this topic:
Acts 11:44. It reads, “While Peter was still speaking these words, the
Holy Spirit fell upon all those who heard the word. And those of the
circumcision who believed were astonished, as many as came with
Peter, because the gift of the Holy Spirit had been poured out ON
the Gentiles also. For they heard them speaking with tongues and
magnify God.” Notice here what “gifts” the received...the ability to
speak in tongues and magnify God. This is why Peter then answers,
“Can anyone forbid water, that these should not be baptized who
have received the Holy Spirit just AS WE HAVE.” Peter is not speaking of the “indwelling” or the “Gift” of the Holy Spirit; here, Peter is
referencing the spiritual gifts that he and the other apostles had received on the Day of Pentecost in Acts 2:1-4.
He commands baptism though, because he recognizes that if they
Holy Spirit has given them gifts, then they must have a heart for
God; but they still lack what is left: baptism.

10 RULES FOR POWERFUL BIBLE STUDY
1. Pray for guidance before beginning. The bible is NOT what we
make it; it is learning what God has told us is required to become
His people.
2. Read it for yourself. Though there are great scholars in the world
to guide and teach you; God speaks to all of us through His
Word. Give Him the chance to speak to you.
3. Accept it. The Bible is not a book intended for entertainment;
nor was it placed in our grasp for our approval. This is the Word
of God; in the same manner that you do not like having your
words manipulated; God does not like His Word manipulated.
4. Open your heart to the message. God was never content with a
people unwilling to change. The Bible is meant to change you in
ways that will draw you closer to Him.
5. Do not use the world to read it. In other words, do not use the
world’s view of things to interpret scripture; use scripture to interpret the world.
6. Learn something. Do not try to prove yourself right; read with
the intent of learning something new.
7. Watch for patterns. Though some things may change, God is the
same God...and often...He works the same today as He did 6,000
years ago. Learn from His patterns.
8. Self-reflect. As you read, ask yourself, “What do I want from
this reading?” Let God change you...Do not try to change God.
9. Pray for guidance when you are finished. The Bible can be
thought-provoking, difficult, and sometimes even offensive; let
God have the chance to tell you why.
10. Read it again. Nobody ever understands everything the first time
through. So, read it again...and again...and again.

WHAT SHOULD I EXPECT IN THIS STUDY?

Questions and Notes

There are a lot of people teaching a lot of different things regarding
baptism today; so what makes this book any different? Well, the goal of
this study is not to replace other things you may have read or learned,
but rather, to encourage those who join in this study to see if there is
more to baptism than they originally realized. The secret to great real
estate is location, location, location; but with bible study, the secret to a
great study is context, context, context. In other words, it is really easy
to read a verse here or there, but it is much more important that we understand the entire story so that we can truly see all that God is trying to
teach us.

___________________________________________

In this study, you will be taken on a journey through the scriptures, Old
Testament and New Testament, to see the beautiful path that God has
formed as a means of drawing those who desire to be His children to
Him. We will talk about covenants, faith, obedience, consequences, the
Holy Spirit, spiritual gifts, and what it means to become a child of God.

___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
Other Scriptures to Study
Saul - Acts 9:18
Gentiles - Acts 10:48
Lydia and household - Acts 16:15
Jailer and family - Acts 16:33
Crispus and household - Acts 18:8
John’s disciples re-baptized - Acts 19:5

WARNING: This is a Bible study. All lessons will be reinforced with
ONLY bible facts and scriptures. The goal here is to remove anything
that has or may corrupt our understanding of water-baptism. The real
challenge for this study will be to let God teach us all about His true

Romans 6:3
1 Corinthians 15:29
Galatians 3:27

BUT WHAT ABOUT...JUST ASKING JESUS IN YOUR HEART?
This phrase is one of the most popular methods of evangelism today;
in fact, it seems that it is the simplest method of conversion, simply
because it can take place in a store, at the fair, at the park, or even
while ordering appetizers in a restaurant. There is only one problem;
it is not biblical. In fact, it actually goes back to the discussion surrounding the passage found in Romans 10:9: “...that if you confess
in your heart that God has raised Him from the dead, you will be
saved…”; but this situation does not take place ANYWHERE in the
New Testament story.
The problem in this method of salvation is that it is not true! Perhaps
it is because it does not finish the command. When one takes a look
at the concept of “belief,” then to some regard, it includes someone
“asking Jesus into their heart,” however, it is still just a belief.
James 2:19 reads, “You believe that there is one God. You do well.
Even the demons believe--and tremble!” So what makes believers
different from demons; because after all, Scripture says God has reserved a place in Hell for them (Jude 1:6)?
The answer: baptism...being washed in the blood of the Lamb as a
result of their accepting the Gospel of Jesus Christ. Though people
are not seen “just asking Jesus into their heart” in scripture, what is
seen, is believers immediately answering the call of obedience
because of their belief. Notice the following stories:
Acts 2:41 “Then those who gladly received his words were baptized”
Acts 8:12 “But when they believed Philip as he preached the things
concerning the kingdom of God and the name of Jesus Christ, both men
and women were baptized.”
Acts 8:13 “Then Simon ...believed; and ...was baptized”
Acts 8:37 Eunuch: “I believe that Jesus Christ is the Son of God…”
Acts 8:38 “And both Philip and the Eunuch went down into the water,
and he baptized him.’”

Baptism always follows belief...it is what makes the difference!

LET’S GET STARTED!!
Items you are encouraged to have for this study:
1. Your Bible. If you do not have one, please find one. Though it is
great to have people you trust to teach you the Word of God, scripture tells us to “Work out your own salvation with fear and trembling (Philippians 2:12),” and to “Be diligent to present yourself
approved to God (1 Timothy 2:15).” We are responsible for ourselves when we stand to give an account on Judgment day.
2. A personal notebook and pen - in every study, there will be things
that catch your attention; topics or Scriptures you may hope to return to later for deeper reflection. There may also be questions or
scriptures you want to keep track of to further your study in the future.
3. An open heart to God’s Word. It’s called, “Cleaning your plate;”
the ability to put aside all that you think you know about something, in order to allow yourself to learn something new. It does not
mean to accept blindly, but rather to allow God some room to add
to, and in some cases, change what you have been taught before.
Proverbs 3:5 teaches, “Trust in the Lord with all your heart, and
lean not on your own understanding.” Growth sometimes requires
the ability to admit that we do not know as much as we claim to
know.
4. Pray for wisdom as you go through this study. Knowledge is basically what we know; things taught and learned through life. Wisdom however, is coming to an understanding of what God teaches
us. It requires us to stop, listen, and hear what He is really teaching.
His Word is masterfully written and organized for our own benefit
to grow and mature as we study through it. Ask God to teach you
HIS Word as you study it deeper.
5. Time. As the title declares, this is a deeper study into the topic of
water-baptism; you should make sure you allow yourself time to
truly study it completely.

Look for the

Questions and Notes

BIG Little Words!

___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________

Big little words are those small words we tend to look past; and
yet, they usually have huge conditions or consequences that follow. For example:
Mom said, “If you clean you room, then I’ll give you ice cream.”

___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________

This is a conditional statement, which places conditions on receiving the reward of ice cream. The Bible is full of comments
like this; another example is from Jesus Christ when He says, “If
you love Me, keep My commandments.” Though this is not conditional, it is demonstrative of our love for Him. So as you read
through Scripture, make sure not to ignore the many BIG little
worlds that exist there.

___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
Other Scriptures to Study

Here are a few to get you started:
IF

AND

BUT

EXCEPT

BECAUSE

SINCE

OR

ON ACCOUNT OF

ALL

Luke 16:19-31

UNLESS

BY

WHEN

Mark 6:11

Whenever you find those Big Little Word, look for what
conditional statement comes next?

John 20:17

Romans 14:10
2 Corinthians 5:10
Hebrews 9:27
2 Peter 3:27
Jude 1:6
Revelation 20:12

(You may find more of your own as you study...stay alert!)

BUT WHAT ABOUT...THE THIEF ON THE CROSS?
The Scripture: Luke 23:39-43

BUILDING A FIRE

Then one of the criminals who were hanged blasphemed Him, saying, "If You are the Christ, save Yourself and us." But the other, answering, rebuked him, saying, "Do you not even fear God, seeing
you are under the same condemnation? And we indeed justly, for we
receive the due reward of our deeds; but this Man has done nothing
wrong." Then he said to Jesus, "Lord, remember me when You come
into Your kingdom." And Jesus said to him, "Assuredly, I say to you,
today you will be with Me in Paradise."
The Dilemma: If baptism is necessary, then why does the thief get
‘saved’ by Jesus without it?
This question is often asked as a means of disproving the need for
baptism; and yet, it does not. It is important to remember what Paul
taught in Romans 6:3-5 in regards to baptism:
“...as many of us as were baptized into Christ Jesus were baptized
into His death...we were buried with Him through baptism into
death...just as Christ was raised from the dead...even so we also
should walk in newness of life...if we have been united together in
the likeness of His death, certainly we also shall be in the likeness of
His resurrection.”
Baptism is a method of uniting a believer to Christ through three
factors: His death, burial and resurrection. When viewing the thief
on the cross, none of these things have taken place yet. For this
reason, the thief on the cross does not fall under the New Covenant
established through Christ; he would still fall under whatever guidelines were held accountable under the Old Covenant.
Furthermore, this will open up a potential study on the difference
between Heaven and Paradise...Paradise being what Christ offers the
thief. If Christ promised that “today you will be with Me in
Paradise,” then where does He take him? Scripture shows that 3 days
later, Christ had still yet to go up to see the Father in Heaven.
(Scriptures for further study are on the next page.)

In order to build a great fire, you first must have some kindling. Kindling
are those little starter logs that help to really start the fire going before
you can see it grow. The topic of baptism is just like that; though it is a big
fire in the story of Christ, it is built upon understanding many great and
powerful principles. For this reason, this study needs to start by quickly
taking notice of those principles:

The Gift of Free Will

Questions and Notes

The question is asked from time to time, “Why did God put those two
trees in the Garden of Eden?’ Did God actually intend to make it possible for Adam and Eve to fail? Was God baiting them with that second
tree; somehow taunting them to eat of that which was forbidden? Perhaps it is less complicated than that; perhaps God just wanted to know
if they truly loved Him. Consider this, the angels were made for a purpose; they are messengers and servants; perhaps made specifically for a
purpose, just like a toaster is made to simply ‘make toast.’ They are
allowed to live in heaven, but what kind of loyalty does a toaster have
to its owner? It can make toast or get discarded for failure to do so.

___________________________________________

So what if God wanted someone to have a relationship with that was
not obligated to love Him; but rather, chose to love Him. Notice in the
Garden that the next gift God gives to mankind, after giving him life, is
the gift of Free Will. Two trees set in the Garden: one gives eternal life
as well as the benefit of God taking care of everything; the other brings
death, but it also places the power into the hands of mankind. Ultimately, the question is, “Who do you trust with your life?” Adam and Eve
chose poorly! God was seeking after a relationship; one that He would
have to wait for.
Deuteronomy 7:6 reads, “For you are a holy people to the Lord your
God; the Lord your God has chosen you to be a people for Himself, a
special treasure above all the peoples on the face of the earth.”
Did you know that the imagery of God as the “Father” does not get truly taught until Jesus appears in Matthew 5:16. In fact, even though the
word “FATHER” appears well over 1200 times in the Old Testament,
only David and Isaiah really use it to reference God in that matter. Sadly, this was the relationship God was seeking; He wanted mankind to
become family, but they had to use their free will to do it.

___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
Other Scriptures to Study
John 2:11
John 2:22

1 Peter 2:9 states, “But you are a chosen generation, a royal priesthood,
a holy nation, His own special people that you may proclaim the praises of Him who called you out of darkness into His marvelous light.”

John 20:29

But it is even greater than that…Romans 8:14-17 reads, “For as many
as are led by the Spirit of God, these are sons of God...and if children,
then heirs—heirs of God and joint heirs with Christ, if indeed we suffer
with Him, that we may be glorified together.” Therefore, “Free Will” is
our choice to become part of God’s family; or it is our choice to reject
God and His offer for salvation to embrace disobedience instead. Who
do you trust?

Acts 2:44

Acts 16:30-33
Romans 10:17
Hebrews 11:6
Mark 16:16
Matthew 5:16
Ephesians 2:10
2 Corinthians 2:9

Questions and Notes

BUT WHAT ABOUT...ROMANS 10:9

___________________________________________
So, what about Romans 10:9? This particular verse seems to be the single most used verse to combat the necessity of scripture...why is that?
Romans 10:9 reads:
...that if you confess with your mouth the Lord Jesus and believe in your
heart that God has raised Him from the dead, you will be saved.”
There are a few things that must be understood when reading this scripture, in order to fully understand its implication to baptism. First, notice
that this verse is not complete; it is only part of the statement made by
Paul. The reason for this, is because the book of Romans is not a book
at all...it is a letter to the “saints” in Rome (Romans 1:7). Who the
“saints” are has already been established earlier in the letter in Romans
6:3; which reads, “Or do you not know that as many of us as were
baptized into Christ Jesus…” You see, Paul has already pointed out that
his audience is compiled of the baptized saints (Christians) that are
gathering together in Rome.
The argument of Romans 10:9 is that Paul has not made any mention of
baptism in that particular verse; therefore, baptism must not be necessary. However, though this argument does hold some merit...baptism is
not necessary...is only true because Paul has already established that
this particular audience has already been baptized. For this reason, Romans 10:9...though very valid...is encouraging already baptized Christians to maintain their faith through belief and teaching of the gospel.
This does not take away from the importance of belief though. The
struggling point of studying baptism is thinking that it only takes one
things to inherit eternal life. As was mentioned in the beginning of this
study, all of the following are necessary to be declared as Children of
God:

Belief, Faith, Baptism, Obedience, God’s Grace,
Works, and Love

___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
Other Scriptures to Study
Mark 12:25
Mark 13:27-32
Luke 1:26-38
Luke 4:10
Luke 15:10
Luke 22:43
Acts 8:26
Acts 10:7
1 Corinthians 6:3
Galatians 1:8
Revelations 8-10; 14-15;

What Does it Mean to Believe?

BUT WHAT ABOUT...?

The very first conversation held in the Bible seemed to pose a hypothetical challenge of believing:

With all bible studies, there are differences of opinion regarding the
lesson. Baptism is no different. Different denominations teach the
importance, the methods, and even the interpretation differently. For
this reason, these last sections are going to address the largest
objections to baptism.

Genesis 2:16-17 reads, “And the Lord God commanded the man,
saying, ‘Of every tree of the garden you may freely eat; but the tree
of the knowledge of good and evil you shall not eat, for in the day
that you eat of it you shall surely die.’”
Though it could be argued that Adam did not understand the difference between immortality and mortality, the reality of his lack of
belief is made evident when he accepts his wife’s offering later.
They lose access to the Tree of Life, and as a result, will eventually
die. Abraham is said to have, “believed in the Lord, and He accounted it to him for righteousness (Genesis 15:6).” This principle would
very quickly become the challenge to all of mankind as they were
faced with the decision to trust God.
In the story of Philip and the Ethiopian Eunuch, found in Acts 8:2640; the Scriptures only tell us that Philip “preached Jesus to him
(8:35).” Did he share the virgin birth story; perhaps the healing the
sick, raising the dead, or making the blind see; or did he just tell him
how the Son of God came down in the form of man, and died and
rose again to overcome sin for all of humanity? Either way, it was
most likely the most bizarre and fascinating story the Ethiopian Eunuch had ever heard. For this reason, Scripture reveals the first question the Eunuch seemed to ask right after the story; “See, here is water. What hinders me from being baptized (8:36)?”
Here it was...the moment of truth...what were the conditions for him to be united to the Son of God? Philip
tells him only ONE: “If you believe with all your heart,
you may (8:37).” His response seems to be confident
and quick: “I believe that Jesus Christ is the Son of
God.”
Jesus discusses the necessity and power of believe all throughout the
Gospels; at one point even stating, “If you can believe, all things are
possible to him who believes (Mark 9:23).”
So, belief is a person’s individual willingness to accept that which
has been professed. When belief is combined with hearing the gospel, it has the potential for great and wonderful, awful and terrible,
things to take place. Jesus said in Mark 16:16, “He who believes and
is baptized will be saved; but he who does not believe will be condemned.”

Studying God’s Word is the pathway to accuracy as His people!
2 Timothy 2:15 “Be diligent to present yourself approved to God, a worker who
does not need to be ashamed, rightly dividing the word of truth.”
Mark 4:20 “But these are the ones sown on good ground, those who hear the
word, accept it, and bear fruit: some thirtyfold, some sixty, and some a hundred."
John 5:24 "Most assuredly, I say to you, he who hears My word and believes in
Him who sent Me has everlasting life, and shall not come into judgment, but has
passed from death into life.”
John 14:23-24 “Jesus answered and said to him, "If anyone loves Me, he will keep
My word; and My Father will love him, and We will come to him and make Our
home with him. He who does not love Me does not keep My words; and the word
which you hear is not Mine but the Father's who sent Me.”
John 17:17 “Sanctify them by Your truth. Your word is truth.”
Acts 2:41 “Then those who gladly received his word were baptized; and that day
about three thousand souls were added to them.”
Acts 20:32 “So now, brethren, I commend you to God and to the word of His
grace, which is able to build you up and give you an inheritance among all those
who are sanctified.”
Romans 10:17 “So then faith comes by hearing, and hearing by the word of God.”
Galatians 6:6-7 “Let him who is taught the word share in all good things with him
who teaches. Do not be deceived, God is not mocked; for whatever a man sows,
that he will also reap. “

Questions and Notes
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
Other Scriptures to Study
Matthew 8:5-13
Matthew 21:22
Luke 8:49-50
John 1:7-12
John 11:25-26
John 20:24-29
Acts 11:19-21
Acts 15:11
Acts 16:31-33

What is Faith?

Questions and Notes

Though the topic of faith is massive if studied in its entirety; Scripture still gives us enough to gain at least a simple grasp on its understanding.

___________________________________________

Hebrews 11:1-3 (NKJV)
Now faith is the substance of things hoped for, the evidence of things
not seen. For by it the elders obtained a good testimony. By faith we
understand that the worlds were framed by the word of God, so that
the things which are seen were not made of things which are visible.

___________________________________________

The Hebrew writer continues this chapter (11) with descriptions of
previous leaders who had acted according to faith; which when studied, shows that faith is an “action” word. Notice how faith was included with action:

___________________________________________

___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________

(vs 4) By faith Abel offered sacrifices

___________________________________________

(vs 7) By faith Noah prepared the Ark

___________________________________________

(vs 8) By faith Abraham moved to a new land

___________________________________________

(vs 11) By faith Sarah conceived a child
(vs 17) By faith Abraham offered up Isaac

___________________________________________

(vs 20) By faith Isaac blessed Jacob and Esau

___________________________________________

(vs 23) By faith, Moses was hidden by his parents

___________________________________________

(vs 24) By faith Moses refused Pharaoh's daughter

Other Scriptures to Study

(vs 27) By faith the walls of Jericho fell after they were
marched around
There are many more in that chapter alone that connect faith and action. James wrote, “What does it profit, my brethren, if someone says
he has faith but does not have works? Can faith save him (James
2:14)?” He adds to the lesson further by saying, “Thus also faith by
itself, if it does not have works, is dead. But someone will say, ‘You
have faith, and I have works.’ Show me your faith without your
works, and I will show you my faith by my works (vs 17-18).”
James makes one more observance though; he states, “You believe
that there is one God. You do well. Even demons believe...and tremble (vs 19).” Notice here that James is not criticizing belief; however, he is showing that belief is not what sets us apart from the demons...it is our faith and action that does.

Matthew 19:23-26
Mark 9:1
Mark 10:13-15
1 Corinthians 4:20
1 Corinthians 6:10
1 Corinthians 15:50-54
Ephesians 5:5

BENEFIT #5

Questions and Notes

ENTRANCE INTO THE KINGDOM OF GOD

___________________________________________

The ultimate goal for every believer is the right to inherit that
heavenly home that has been promised to God’s faithful and
obedient children.

___________________________________________

Jesus said in John 14:2-3 “In My Father's house are many mansions;
if it were not so, I would have told you. I go to prepare a place for
you. And if I go and prepare a place for you, I will come again and
receive you to Myself; that where I am, there you may be also.”

___________________________________________

What should be understood though, is that the kingdom of God, or in
some passages, the kingdom of heaven, actually starts before Christians make it to heaven. We refer to this as the “church.”

___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________

Matthew 16:18 “And I also say to you that you are Peter, and on this
rock I will build My church, and the gates of Hades shall not prevail
against it.”

___________________________________________

Christ came to establish a kingdom on earth, which would later be
passed on to the Father in heaven at Judgment Day. Another way
this is referred to in Scripture, is as the “body.” Paul wrote in
Romans 8:14, “For as many as are led by the Spirit of God, these
are sons of God.” This provokes a question though: How does someone become a member of the kingdom of God?”

___________________________________________

Jesus taught Nicodemus, a ruler of the Jews, “Unless one is born
again, he cannot see the kingdom of God.” Then He adds, “Unless
one is born of water and the Spirit, he cannot enter the kingdom of
God” (John 3:1-8). It was the answer to the question; baptism was
the way into the church.

___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
Other Scriptures to Study
Acts 8:5-10
Matthew 9:1-2

Galatians 3:26-27 “For you are all sons of God through faith in
Christ Jesus. For as many of you as were baptized into Christ have
put on Christ.”

Matthew 9:20-22

Notice what Christ says in Matthew 6:33 “But seek first the kingdom
of God and His righteousness, and all these things shall be added to
you.” It is one of those conditional statements:

Matthew 21:21

Seek first the kingdom

membership gets promises

Acts 8:12 “But when they believed Philip as he preached the things
concerning the kingdom of God and the name of Jesus Christ, both
men and women were baptized.”

Matthew 17:20
Romans 1:17
Romans 10:17
Romans 14

What are Grace and Mercy?

Questions and Notes

Did you know the word “Grace” appears 148 times in the NKJV of
the bible. In addition to that, the word “Mercy” appears 320 times.
Often the two words are used as though they are synonymous to one
another; but in fact, they hold two different meanings. For the point
of clarifying the difference, here is an illustration:

___________________________________________

Mom told Johnny that if he would clean his room completely in the
next 3 hours, then afterwards, she would take him out for ice cream.
However, if he failed to clean his room completely, he was going to
be grounded for a week from his Playstation games. Well, 3 hours
later, mom inspected Johnny’s room only to find that though it was
‘cleaner,’ he had stuffed some toys under the bed and shoved some
dirty laundry in the closet. Mom noticed something else though; she
noticed that Johnny had really made an effort to clean his room. For
this reason, mom gave Johnny a hug and took him out for ice cream.
So which did mom show: mercy or grace? If you answered both,
well done!
You see, mercy is NOT giving someone what they deserve. Mom
promised Johnny a punishment if he failed to COMPLETELY clean
his room. In this case, mom was pleased with the effort shown, and
as a result, showed mercy by not grounding him from his
Playstation.

___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
Other Scriptures to Study
Judges 3:9-11

On the other hand, mom also promised to take Johnny for ice cream
only if he COMPLETELY cleaned his room. It was clear by the toys
under the bed and the laundry in the closet that Johnny had failed to
do so; but mom rewarded Johnny anyway. Therefore, grace is giving
someone what they do not deserve. Johnny had not really earned ice
cream, but his mom gave it to him anyway.

Judges 14:5-6

Romans 3:23 reads that, “all have sinned and fall short of the glory
of God.” It also adds though, that we can be “justified freely by His
grace through redemption that is in Christ Jesus, whom God set
forth as the propitiation by His blood, through faith… (3:24-25).”

1 Corinthians 2:6-16

Matthew 3:11-17
John 14:15-17
Acts 10:44-48
Acts 19:1-7
1 Corinthians 12:1-10 “gifts of the Spirit”
1 Corinthians 12:12-13 “Gift” of the Spirit
1 John 5:7-8

BENEFIT #4

Questions and Notes

THE INDWELLING OF THE HOLY SPIRIT

___________________________________________

The Holy Spirit has always been a little bit of a tricky conversation,
because, well, He is part of God as Scripture shows, and yet, He is
usually personified as the “action” of God. This is demonstrated in
Genesis 1:2 during the creation: “The earth was without form, and
void; and darkness was on the face of the deep. And the Spirit of
God was hovering over the face of the waters.” What was the Spirit
waiting for? Well, the next verse reads, “Then God said, ‘Let there
be light’; and there was light.” The Spirit was waiting for God’s
command.

___________________________________________

This power or action of God through the Spirit all throughout the
Old Testament; it seemed to be presented through a means of gifts
that could accompany or those devoted to God. However, in other
aspects, the Spirit could be almost like a curse to those who fought
against God. This is seen through the life of Saul who receives the
help of the Holy Spirit while he is king (1 Samuel 11:6). Problems
arise though when Saul turns toward evil and moves away from
God; at this point, 1 Samuel 16:14 shows that “the Spirit of the Lord
departed from Saul.”

___________________________________________

In fact, this seemed to be the fear that accompanied those that experienced the help of the Holy Spirit; they also feared that He could be
taken away. Notice King David, a man whom God described as “a
man after My own heart,” prayed to God in Psalms 51:11 by saying,
“do not take Your Holy Spirit from me.” Imagine the power and help
of God’s Holy Spirit...now imagine it being taken from you; would
you miss Him?

___________________________________________

Jesus encouraged His disciples by saying, “But the Helper, the Holy
Spirit, whom the Father will send in My name, He will teach you all
things, and bring to remembrance all things that I said to you (John
14:26).” So how was this different from before? Well, before, they
were receiving the gifts of the Holy Spirit; special abilities or privileges passed on by the Holy Spirit. However, through baptism, the
Holy Spirit Himself would become the Gift; a gift that lived inside
the believer, aiding them in their fight against sin.
How did the believer receive the Holy Spirit? In Acts 2:38 again, we
see that Peter includes one of those Big-little words in his command
for baptism… “Repent, and let every one of you be baptized in the
name of Jesus Christ for the remission of sins; and you shall receive
the gift of the Holy Spirit.”

___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
Other Scriptures to Study
John 1:17
Acts 15:11
Romans 4:13-16
Romans 5:1-2
Romans 5:12-21
Romans 6:1-2
2 Corinthians 6:1
2 Corinthians 9:8
2 Corinthians 12:9

Sin & the Need for a Savior

Questions and Notes

In Genesis 4:7, God said to Cain, “If you do well, will you not be accepted? And if you do not do well, sin lies at the door. And its desire
is for you, but you should rule over it.” And thus, the battle against
sin truly began. Unfortunately, mankind has not been that successful
against sin; in fact, less than 2,000 years later, God will end up destroying almost all of humanity as a result of their love of sin. Did
things get better after that? Well...No! Scripture shows the problem
when it declares our character flaw in Genesis 6:5; “Then the Lord
saw that the wickedness of man was great in the earth, and that every intent of the thoughts of his heart was only evil continually.” In
other words...humanity really likes to sin.

___________________________________________

Throughout the Old Testament, it is clear that God attempted to give
man many bridges by which to overcome sin, bridges known as covenants; but each one failed. It seemed that no matter how badly God
sought to save humanity from their wickedness, their love of sin was
just too great. For this reason, God sent Jesus.
Matthew 1:21 “And she will bring forth a Son, and you shall call His
name JESUS, for He will save His people from their sins."
Hebrews 8:6 “But now He has obtained a more excellent ministry,
inasmuch as He is also Mediator of a better covenant, which was
established on better promises.”
Hebrews 8:13 “In that He says, "A new covenant," He has made the
first obsolete. Now what is becoming obsolete and growing old is
ready to vanish away.”
Covenants had certain obligations though; they were usually
formed as a type of blood contract between God and humanity;
in order for it to be valid, something...or someone...had to die.

___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
Other Scriptures to Study
Acts 2:36-41
1 Corinthians 6:11
2 Corinthians 7:1
2 Timothy 2:19-21
Titus 3:5
Hebrews 9:11-14

John 3:16-17 “For God so loved the world that He gave His only
begotten Son, that whoever believes in Him should not perish but
have everlasting life. For God did not send His Son into the world to
condemn the world, but that the world through Him might be saved.”

Hebrews 10:22

(Covenants will be discussed further in this study)

Revelation 7:14

2 Peter 1:9
1 John 1:9
Revelation 1:5

BENEFIT #3

Questions and Notes

FORGIVENESS OF SINS

___________________________________________

There is an interesting interaction in Scripture the first
time “forgiveness” is actually discussed; it is the conversation
between Joseph and his brothers who had sold him into slavery. In
Genesis 50:19-20, Joseph responds to his brothers by saying, “Do
not be afraid, for am I in the place of God? But as for you, you
meant evil against me; but God meant it for good, in order to bring
it about as it is this day, to save many people alive.” Forgiveness is
not just an act people do; it is a challenge to do that which is Godly
as a means of fulfilling what God has in plan for His people.

___________________________________________

When Jesus teaches His disciples to pray, He includes the phrase,
“And forgive us our debts, as we forgive our debtors (Matt 6:12).”
Notice the Big-little word here...AS...it is the condition in the clause
of forgiveness. It brings light to two undeniable facts:

___________________________________________

1. We all need forgiveness.
2. God expects us to show forgiveness to others.
Christ continues later by saying, “For IF you forgive men their trespasses, your heavenly Father will also forgive you.” Here lies the
conditional covenant of forgiveness; but what does humanity need
forgiveness for?
Romans 3:23 reads, “For all have sinned and fall short of the glory
of God…”
The need for Christ to die on the cross was the necessary price for
the forgiveness of sins. “But if we walk in the light as He is in the
light, we have fellowship with one another, and the blood of Jesus
Christ His Son cleanses us from all sin (1 John 1:7).” It is through
baptism that one is able to be cleansed of their sins by the blood of
Jesus.
In Acts 22:16 Paul instructs the people by saying, “And now why are
you waiting? Arise and be baptized, and wash away your sins, calling on the name of the Lord.” He will later instruct the saints in
Ephesus by saying, “Husbands, love your wives, just as Christ also
loved the church and gave Himself for her, that He might sanctify
and cleanse her with the washing of water by the word, that He
might present her to Himself a glorious church… (Eph. 5:25-27).”
As those trapped by their own sins, humanity needs Christ to cleanse
them from those sins so that they may inherit the prize.

___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
Other Scriptures to Study
Matthew 26-28
Mark 15-16
Luke 23-24
John 18-20
Romans 3:21-26
Romans 6
1 Timothy 2:4-7
Hebrews 10:23-28

Questions and Notes
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
Other Scriptures to Study
Genesis 2:15-17
Genesis 3:14-19
Genesis 8:15-9:17
Genesis 12:1-3
Exodus 19:3-8
2 Samuel 7:7-16
John 6:37-40
Romans 11:26-31

BENEFIT #2
A NEW COVENANT WITH GOD
A Covenant in the Bible is very similar to a modern day contract: an
agreement held between two parties for items or services exchanged.
As God sought out a people to call His own, Scripture shows His
many attempts at establishing a covenant with them: for example
Exodus 6:7 teaches,
“I will take you as My people, and I will be your God. The you shall
know that I am the Lord your God who brings you out from under
the burdens of the Egyptians.”
This arrangement seems simple enough, however, God’s covenants
almost always included some of those Big-little words mentioned
earlier. Consider Leviticus 26:3-4 and 26:21:
“If you walk in My statutes and keep My commandments, and perform them, then I will give you rain in its season, the lands shall
yield its produce, and the trees of the field shall yield their fruit.”
BUT…
“If you walk contrary to Me, and are not willing to obey Me, I will
bring on you seven times more plagues, according to your sins.”
Notice that God always had a consequence for disobedience and sin;
but God also desired to help humanity to find their way to salvation
rather than to destruction. This is why He sends Christ. Jesus first
introduced this at the Passover when He instituted “communion” or
the “Lord’s Supper.” He said, “For this is My blood of the new covenant, which is shed for many for the remission of sins (Matthew
26:28).”
Paul taught that God had been planning out this New Covenant since
the days of Abraham; which was long before Moses led the children
of Israel through the Wilderness away from Egypt (Galatians 3:1518). So why Jesus then? The Hebrew writer wrote that “if that first
covenant had been faultless, then no place would have been sought
for a second (Hebrews 8:7).” Remember, humanity really loves its
sin; therefore, God created a stronger covenant with them through
the blood of Jesus. Hebrews 8-10 is a great place to continue this
study.

Questions and Notes
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
THE “WHY?”
So why should we study water-baptism? Well, regardless of the many
reasons we will discuss in this study, here are the 5 most important reasons:
1. Jesus was baptized - even though He had no sins, He already had a
relationship with God, and He already had an eternal home in heaven; Jesus found it important enough to do (Matthew 3). Paul taught,
“Imitate me, just as I also imitate Christ” (1 Corinthians 11:1).
2. Jesus baptized - Part of the ministry of Jesus included baptizing
others. (John 3:22)
3. Jesus taught about the need for baptism - In John 3:5 He said,
“unless one is born of water and Spirit, he cannot enter the kingdom of God.”

___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
Other Scriptures to Study
Ephesians 2:14-18

4. Jesus commanded baptism - known as the Great Commission,
Christ last command to His disciples was to “baptize all nations.” (Matthew 28:18-20).

Matthew 7:13-14

5. The story of Jesus includes baptism - Philip “preached Jesus” to the

Romans 8:1-2

Eunuch in Acts 8:35, and the first question he asks afterward was
“See, here is water. What hinders me from being baptized?” This
demonstrates that the story of Jesus included the need for baptism.
Even if there weren’t more benefits to baptism, just knowing that Christ
Himself put such an emphasis on it should encourage us to study it. Jesus told John the Baptist that, “it is fitting for us to fulfill all righteousness;” when referencing His baptism in Matthew 3:15.

Matthew 26:26-29
Romans 3:23; 6:11; 23
Romans 12:4-5
1 Corinthians 15:19-22
2 Corinthians 5:17
Ephesians 2:4-10
Ephesians 4:4-6

BENEFIT #1

A CLOSER LOOK AT WATER-BAPTISM

UNITED TO CHRIST

The purpose of this study is to take the 5 primary benefits of baptism, as described by Scripture, and explain each one more in depth.
Furthermore, this study will help to overcome some incorrect teachings regarding baptism. The five benefits of baptism that will be
discussed are:

“Jesus said to him, ‘I am the way, the truth, and the life.
No one comes to the Father except through Me.’” John 14:6
What does that mean? Here is the first “conditional” word...except.
The
implication here means that there is not other Savior by
which salvation may come; and furthermore, that one must go
“through” Christ to achieve it. Jesus gave another conditional statement to a man named ‘Nicodemus’ in John 3 by saying, “Unless one
is born again, he CANNOT see the kingdom of God.” Though we
will address the kingdom of God later; notice what Christ says next.
“Unless one is born of water and the Spirit, he CANNOT enter the
kingdom of God.” Jesus tells us Nicodemus that he must be “born
again” if he wants the relationship with God he is seeking.
If this is confusing...don’t feel bad...it confused Nicodemus at first
too.
Perhaps, this is why the apostle Paul tries to clarify things later in
Romans 6:3-7:
“Or do you not know that as many of us as were baptized into Christ
Jesus were baptized into His death? Therefore we were buried with
Him through baptism into death, that just as Christ was raised from
the dead by the glory of the Father, even so we also should walk in
newness of life. For if we have been united together in the likeness of His death, certainly we also shall be in the likeness of His
resurrection, knowing this, that our old man was crucified with Him,
that the body of sin might be done away with, that we should no
longer be slaves of sin. For he who has died has been freed from
sin.”
Notice that Paul teaches that we were united to Christ through our
baptism; because, that baptism is a parallel to Christ own death, burial and resurrection. So to answer the question, “How do we come
through Christ?” We united ourselves to Him through the process of
cleansing that God has shown to us...baptism.
Perhaps this is why nearly every story of conversion in the book of
Acts, following the resurrection of Christ, seems to be joined with
the response of baptism.
“And He said to them, "Go into all the world and preach the gospel
to every creature. He who believes and is baptized will be saved; but
he who does not believe will be condemned.” Mark 16:15-16

1. Being united to Christ through His death, burial and resurrection.
2. The topic of how one actually receives forgiveness of sins and
the relationship baptism has toward grace.
3. The receiving of the Holy Spirit and the differences between the
“Gifts of the Holy Spirit” and the “gifts of the Holy Spirit.”
4. How one comes into the New Covenant relationship with God as
defined throughout the New Testament; as well as the parallels
between the sin-offering covenant of the Old Testament.
5. Receiving entrance into the Kingdom of God. This portion will
not only address admittance into the kingdom of Heaven following the judgment, but also what is regarded as entrance into
Christ’s church today.
The goal of this study is to teach all believers that though they may
hear and believe the story of Jesus; and even if they obey the command to be baptized, there is always more that the Bible has to teach
on a subject. We must NEVER be convinced that there is nothing
more to learn.

WHAT IS BAPTISM?
The word “baptism” comes from the Greek root word, “Baptizo;” a
word that is translated to mean; immerse, submerge, or even bury.
Under the old covenant with the children of Israel, God required a
sin offering each year as a means of looking past the sins of the
people for one year. Hebrews 9 explained that this old method of
forgiveness of sins was not adequate though; for a few reasons:
1. The priest was human and guilty of his own sins; thus he was
flawed as the one offering the sacrifice.
2. The animals that were offered were usually flawed or blemished
in some way, thus again corrupting the sacrifice offering.

Various forms of Christianity have embraced the importance of
baptism in many ways. Some regard the old covenant instructions on
“sprinkling,” and as such, have used it to perform baptisms. Others
have practiced the form of pouring, perhaps tied to the implications
of the Holy Spirit being poured out in our hearts, as Romans 5:5
gives reference to. However, for the point of this study, we will be
embracing the meaning of the word ‘Baptizo,’ which again means to
immerse, submerge or bury.
Romans 6:3-4 “Or do you not know that as many of us as were baptized into Christ Jesus were baptized into His death? Therefore we
were buried with Him through baptism into death, that just as Christ
was raised from the dead by the glory of the Father, even so we also
should walk in newness of life.”

God knew that even though these sacrifices were helpful, the flaws
that existed interfered with a perfect cleansing. As a result, the true
relationship He desired to have with His faithful followers was still
out of reach. So, He sent His Son, Jesus to die on the cross, and to
become the new gateway for people to come to Him. Jesus would
not only become the perfect unblemished sacrifice; He would also
become the perfect High Priest to offer the sacrifice.

1 Corinthians 6:11 “And such were some of you. But you were
washed, but you were sanctified, but you were justified in the name
of the Lord Jesus and by the Spirit of our God.”

Jesus said in John 14:6, “I am the way, the truth, and the life. No one
comes to the Father except through Me.”

Titus 3:5-6 “not by works of righteousness which we have done, but
according to His mercy He saved us, through the washing of regeneration and renewing of the Holy Spirit, 6 whom He poured out on
us abundantly through Jesus Christ our Savior”

(Notice the word “except”. Words like this are exception phrases in
the Bible. They cannot be ignored...they are conditions...or rather,
fine print in the contract.) Others words to look out for are: and, if,
but, only, and not.
Baptism is the method that God has provided to those who desire to
come into this new and better covenant with Him. Through baptism
into Jesus Christ, believers are no longer in a one year covenant with
God; instead, they now
enter into an eternal
covenant with God that
no one can take away.

1 Peter 3:21 “There is also an antitype which now saves us--baptism
(not the removal of the filth of the flesh, but the answer of a good
conscience toward God), through the resurrection of Jesus Christ”

There is however another form of baptism in the Bible; this is a
teaching by some regarding the Baptism of the Holy Spirit. This discussion comes from a foretelling of the gifts of the Holy Spirit as
presented by John in Matthew 3:11; which reads, “I indeed baptize
you with water unto repentance, but He who is coming after me is
mightier than I, whose sandals I am not worthy to carry. He will
baptize you with the Holy Spirit and fire.”
We will discuss the difference between the baptism of the Holy
Spirit and one’s baptism into Christ later in this study.
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